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Introduction

Source: “Fashion Group Presents Style Show in N.Y.,” Chicago Daily Tribune, September 11, 1936, 24.

Though the 1930s were a time of hardship for many in the United States, those working

in the American fashion industry were forward-looking and maintained hope that life would get

better in the future. A series of fashion shows captured this sentiment; they were called “Fashion

Futures,” organized by a professional women’s organization called the Fashion Group, which

was founded in 1930.1 The shows aimed to support American fashion, which became more

prominent during this decade. The Fashion Futures shows also encapsulated the major

developments of the American fashion industry in the 1930s, which included the issue of fashion

design piracy, in which high-end designs were copied and sold to the mass market, and the rise

of Hollywood fashion in the United States, guided by what famous actresses wore. Additionally,

the Fashion Group not only promoted American fashion, but advocated for women working in

the fashion industry. The Fashion Futures shows exemplify that these were simultaneous, major

developments that shaped the beginnings of the American fashion industry as we now know it.

1 Note: I sometimes refer to the Fashion Group as “the Group.”
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Scholars have yet to connect these three subjects, despite their significance in fashion industry

history.

The Fashion Futures show of 1940 was focused on New York City, which is where the

Fashion Group had been founded. Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia aimed to “make New York City the

fashion center of the world.”2 The New York Times reported that it was created to be the largest

fashion show ever held in the city. Many organizations were represented in the planning,

including the International Ladies Garment Workers Union, the Uptown Retail Guild Creators,

and, notably, The Fashion Originators’ Guild. 3 The show involved about three hundred

manufacturers, five hundred people working the show (one hundred were Fashion Group

members), two hundred “manikins,” and five hundred presentations.4

The Fashion Originators’ Guild, which I also refer to as the FOGA or the Guild, was an

organization that had been formed in 1932 to combat design piracy. Its leadership worked with

the Fashion Group to execute the show and the styles of designers who were associated with the

Guild were included in it.5 The Fashion Originators Guild’s presence at the event, which the

press publicized as crucial to American fashion, signifies that it was a pertinent fashion

organization in New York. The show was supposed to “concentrate national attention on the

city’s achievements as a center of style inspiration.”6 Although this particular event was a

crossover between the FOGA and the Fashion Group, it is unclear whether the Fashion Group

supported the Guild’s efforts against design piracy. Both groups had a similar purpose, however,

in bringing awareness to their individual causes and promoting the American fashion industry.

6 “Comeliest Model Picked for Show,” The New York Times, December 20, 1940, 23.
5 “City To Promote ‘Fashion Futures,’” 25.

4 “Mayor, as Expert on New Styles, Inspects Fabrics and Models for Big Show Here,” The New
York Times, December 28, 1940, 15.

3 “City To Promote ‘Fashion Futures,’” 25.
2 “City To Promote ‘Fashion Futures,’” The New York Times, October 30, 1940, 25.
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The show’s New York focus might have also partially been a response to the emergence of

Hollywood in the fashion industry in the 1930s.

The Fashion Future shows incorporated Hollywood fashion, as well. The September 1936

show and the Spring 1941 show distinctly featured the Hollywood fashion industry. The Fashion

Group’s show in 1936 modeled Hollywood styles “before an audience of more than 1,500,

including fashion designers, merchandise experts and stylists from all parts of the United

States.”7 Miss Kathleen Howard, the fashion editor of a motion picture magazine, served as

commentator.8 Howard was also a former president of the Fashion Group, further showing the

strong ties between the film industry and the fashion industry in the 1930s. In Spring 1941, a

Fashion Futures show was put on by the Los Angeles and San Francisco Fashion Group chapters.

Vogue called it the “first great all-California fashion show.”9 The Los Angeles Times reported that

Hollywood movie stars served as models on the runway.10 Additionally, the designers featured in

the show included those who designed for the film industry.11 A film featuring the chosen

fashions was shot to “be distributed throughout the spring and summer so that women

everywhere… [would] have a chance to see the Golden State’s glamour clothes from California’s

first fashion futures.”12 The Fashion Group utilized film as a way to publicize the styles they

presented, which had become a widespread practice during the 1930s.

The Fashion Group’s explicit inclusion of Hollywood styles and film industry members

in the show demonstrated how widespread they had become by the end of the decade. Implicitly,

it also marked how the fashion industry had changed from its historical Parisian couture origins;

12 “Fashion Show Staged Tonight,” A1.
11 “California: Fashion Futures,” New York Times, February 23, 1941, RP5.
10 “Fashion Show Staged Tonight,” Los Angeles Times, February 13, 1941, A1.
9 “California’s Fashion Futures,” Vogue, April 1, 1941, 74-75.
8 “Fashion Group Presents Style Show in N.Y.,” Chicago Daily Tribune, September 11, 1936, 24.
7 “‘Front Page Motif’ at Fashion Review,” The New York Times, September 11, 1936, 27.
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The Washington Post mentioned that the 1936 show focused on “trends, not commercial

houses.”13 The Los Angeles Times also made a point to comment on the ability of Hollywood

styles to initiate trends and generate business in the mass market: “the trends… will turn into

golden profits for stores and merchandising executives promoting them.”14 In this particular

show, “Hollywood influence was illustrated by dresses worn by film stars in recent pictures” and

sportswear was also highlighted.15 The Fashion Group picked fashion designs that were

originally created for Hollywood film celebrities, recognizing that they were essential to the

styles of the decade.

Through the Fashion Futures shows, the women of the Fashion Group were also able to

influence trends by engaging with other fashion industry experts who attended them and from the

detailed reporting of the shows. The Los Angeles Times reported that one Fashion Futures show,

held in 1935, was attended by “more than 1500 fashion leaders from all parts of the country” and

“gave the 29,000,000 women of America and those who cater to their wishes a composite picture

of upcoming fashions.”16 The leaders of the Fashion Group were seen as “the nation’s foremost

style authorities,” which shows that the women were beginning to claim the authority within the

industry that they sought, at least from the media’s point of view.17

The Fashion Futures shows joined the Fashion Group with the Fashion Originators’ Guild

and Hollywood fashion, but these developments have yet to be connected in the existing

literature. Recent scholarship has used the Fashion Originators’ Guild as an example in the

history of fighting for protection against fashion design piracy but has largely ignored the

17 “Glamour Style’s Gift to Miss America,” Los Angeles Times, September 12, 1936, A5.

16 “Perfect Wardrobe Chosen by National Fashion Group,” Los Angeles Times, September 18,
1935, A15.

15 “Front Page Motif’ at Fashion Review,” 27.
14 “Show Foreshadows Costumes of Future,” Los Angeles Times, February 19, 1941, B10.

13 “Swallow Tails Drift Lace Among ‘Fashion Futures’” The Washington Post, September 11,
1936, X17.
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historical context of the Guild’s formation as an organization. Although the country was in an

economic crisis after the Stock Market Crash of 1929 and in between international wars, the

fashion industry continued to develop in response to popular culture and technology. Though

New York City was already known as a center for fashion, its styles mostly consisted of French

designs in the early 1900s. As American designers gained popularity during this decade,

Hollywood also became a major city for the fashion industry as it boomed with activity from the

thriving film industry. Additionally, the emergence of the Fashion Group demonstrates the efforts

of women to address gender biases against female professionals and the fashion industry itself in

the 1930s. This thesis brings together the history of the FOGA, the emergence of Hollywood

fashion, and the Fashion Group to better understand how the fashion industry developed in the

United States and, perhaps, why the industry is the way it is today.

I build on existing scholarship by bringing historical analysis of three developments that

occurred in the 1930s into conversation: design piracy, Hollywood fashion, and opportunities for

women in the industry. Instead of tracing American fashion history, I trace American fashion

industry history, which makes my work distinctive. I argue that, despite objections to the effects

of mass-market fashion from some businessmen in the 1930s, changes in the women’s fashion

industry allowed for more opportunities for women to express themselves through fashion and

join the industry themselves. I address two main research questions: “How did the way that the

fashion industry developed during the 1930s in America influence what femininity meant to

American women?” and “How did the association between fashion and femininity affect how the

fashion industry developed during the 1930s in America?” Following these questions, my

analysis includes not only the developments in the industry and how women were affected, but

also how cultural understandings of women and fashion as connected influenced the industry
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itself. It’s necessary to note that the people involved in these developments were predominantly

white, with a large number of Jewish participants; in some ways, working in the retail and

clothing manufacturing industries was an avenue for Jewish Americans’ whiteness. I

acknowledge cases of discrimination of Jewish Americans and African Americans related to the

topics I discuss, but the obvious absence of minorities in the sources I analyzed also

demonstrates that the presiding narrative that existed during the period was not representative or

inclusive of all Americans.

The topic of the American fashion industry in the 1930s relates to several different fields,

including intellectual property law, fashion history, film studies, labor history, and gender

studies. These different fields have all explored vital aspects of this subject, but none pull them

together as I do. I explain how the industry developed in the 1930s and how it affected the

women who engaged with the industry, both as consumers and in their professional lives.

No historians, to my knowledge, have fully placed the Fashion Originators’ Guild’s story

within the context of the 1930s in the United States, in which the modern American fashion

industry was just getting started. Scholars have made references to the FOGA in recent academic

conversations about reviving the legal fight against design piracy based in intellectual property

law. One of these scholars, current Fordham University School of Law Professor Susan Scafidi,

is often referred to as the “founder” of fashion law not only because of her success in

establishing the field, but also because of her advocacy for fashion design protection. In her 2006

chapter on “Intellectual Property and Fashion Design,” Scafidi discussed “the current state of the

law and the historical factors leading to the protection, or lack thereof, for fashion design.”18 As

she summarized U.S. legal history, she mentioned the Fashion Originators’ Guild of America as

18 Peter K. Yu and Susan Scafidi, “Intellectual Property and Fashion Design,” in Intellectual
Property and Information Wealth: Issues and Practices in the Digital Age, vol. 1 (Westport, CT:
Praeger Publishers, 2007), 115.
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an example of designers’ self-help efforts against design piracy.19 Similarly, Kimberly Ann

Barton wrote, “Back to the Beginning: A Revival of a 1913 Argument for Intellectual Property

Protection for Fashion Design” to explain the current state of fashion design protection in the

United States from an intellectual property law perspective. She, too, included a short section on

historical fashion design protection from the early 1900s in the United States, but focused on

why fashion designs should be protected under the law.20 This article largely ignored the

historical context, as it reviewed more recent events.

Some legal scholars dive deeper into the historical context of the Fashion Originators’

Guild’s formation from an intellectual property perspective. In “The Fashion Originators’ Guild

of America: Self-help at the edge of IP and antitrust,” C. Scott Hemphill and Jeannie Suk drew

upon court cases, legal scholarship, fashion magazines, and books on immigration to explore

why the Fashion Originators’ Guild began and why it ended. The chapter highlights Maurice

Rentner, the founder of the Fashion Originators' Guild, and draws on the work of Sara Beth

Marcketti, an expert in the history of the Fashion Originators’ Guild.21 In 2005, Marcketti wrote

a dissertation entitled, “Design piracy in the United States women’s ready-to-wear apparel

industry: 1910-1941.” Marcketti’s foundational work examines the debate regarding design

protection, the history of the ready-to-wear women’s apparel industry, and the methods of the

Fashion Originators’ Guild. While scholars of intellectual property support increased protection

under the law for fashion designs, Marcketti explains the controversial nature of the argument

from the perspective of the textile industry. Marcketti also co-authored “Design Piracy and

21 C. Scott Hemphill and Jeannie Suk, “The Fashion Originators’ Guild of America: Self-Help at
the Edge of IP and Antitrust,” SSRN Electronic Journal (2013), 159-179.

20 Kimberly Ann Barton, “Back to the Beginning: A Revival of a 1913 Argument for Intellectual
Property Protection for Fashion Design,” Journal of Corporation Law 35, no. 2 (2009): pp.
425-448.

19 Yu and Scafidi, “Intellectual Property and Fashion Design,” 115-126.
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Self-Regulation: The Fashion Originators’ Guild of America, 1932-1941” with Jean L. Parsons,

which reviews the different arguments that were made for and against design protection and uses

the Fashion Originators’ Guild as a case study.22 This work was valuable in connecting the legal

arguments that have been made to the history of the American apparel industry, but neglects to

discuss how the FOGA addressed the female consumers it hoped to target. In my thesis, I

analyze the Guild’s statements that referenced women to understand why it blamed them for

design piracy.

Some historians have contextualized the story of the Fashion Originators’ Guild within

world history, rather than U.S. history. Fashion historian Ariele Elia mentioned the FOGA in her

paper entitled “Knocked Off: The Law of Protecting Fashion Design,” within the context of

historical instances of intellectual property matters in the global fashion industry. Elia concisely

traced the history of copying fashion to Charles Frederick Worth’s fashion house in France to

modern-day issues. In the United States, French designers found that American law did not

protect fashion designs the way the French legal system did.23 While other designers employed

self-help measures throughout the 1910s and 1920s, without much success in curtailing copyists,

Elia explains that the Fashion Originators’ Guild had a “successful nine-year stint against

copyists in the United States”.24 Though she includes a section explaining why the Guild was

started, some of the methods it employed, and how it ended, this work overlooked the other

events happening in the American fashion industry at the same time the FOGA was trying to

achieve its goals.25

25 Elia, "Knocked Off,” 7.
24 Elia, "Knocked Off,” 7.
23 Elia, "Knocked Off,” 5.

22 Sara B. Marcketti and Jean L. Parsons, “Design Piracy and Self-Regulation: The Fashion
Originators' Guild of America, 1932-1941,” Clothing and Textiles Research Journal 24, no. 3
(2006), 3.
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Elia also curated an exhibit called “Faking It: Originals, Copies, and Counterfeits” at the

Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology, which was on view from December 2, 2014 to

April 25, 2015.26 Elia used a fashion history approach called the study of dress and costume,

which started in the 1850s and is an object-based analysis and “inductive” approach.27 Elia

included dresses, handbags, and jewelry, as well as photographs of these items, in her exhibit.

She used these objects to compare original designs to copies to explain the importance of design

protection in the early 1900s and today. Additionally, she used registered patent sketches,

clothing labels, photographs, and paintings to more comprehensively explain the story of

designers attempting to protect their designs.28 The exhibit uncovered much about the history of

design protection in the United States, but placed greater importance on the fashion designs

themselves than the industry overall.

The Hollywood film industry’s connection to fashion history in the 1930s has been

studied generally by film and gender scholars. However, the Hollywood film industry’s

connection to design piracy and the goals of the Fashion Originators’ Guild have not been

studied, even though “adaptations” of film costumes were made for the mass market at the very

same time the Guild was trying to advocate for original designs. Many historians have looked at

films produced during this period to understand what life was like in the United States in the

context of the Great Depression and interwar period. In 2000, Sarah Berry, author of Screen

Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930’s Hollywood, researched several films to understand the

connection between fashion and femininity, which also pertains to my research questions. She

28 Elia, “Faking It: Originals, Copies, and Counterfeits.”

27 Giorgio Riello, “The Object of Fashion: Methodological Approaches to the History of
Fashion.” Journal of Aesthetics & Culture, 3, no. 1 (2011), 2.

26 Ariele Elia, “Faking It: Originals, Copies, and Counterfeits,” Faking It: Originals, Copies, and
Counterfeits (The Museum at FIT, 2014).
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argued that the plotlines and actresses of Hollywood films inspired women who watched them

and allowed for women across the U.S. to keep up with fashion trends.29

Connecting film history to gender studies, Jackie Stacey discussed how female identities

were influenced by Hollywood films in her book Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female

Spectatorship. However, she focused on the 1940s and 1950s in Britain, rather than the 1930s in

the United States. Stacey used letters and questionnaires to gauge how British women felt about

the films and how it changed their views of femininity. She argued against previous scholarship

that used psychoanalytic theories of female spectatorship and wrote about escapism,

identification, and consumption. Stacey also connected women’s consumption of films,

magazines, and clothes in her analysis, as I do.30

Because of my focus on the fashion industry itself, women’s labor history is also related

to my thesis topic. Labor historian Nan Enstad used the material culture of fashion approach in

Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure, which consists of multidisciplinary “deductive” methods,

incorporating other fields of study such as sociology, anthropology, ethnography, and archeology

to describe how the meaning that culture gives to objects can be studied to understand human

lives.31 Enstad studied how female workers’ fashion choices affected how they “were addressed

by popular culture industries, labor unions, reformers, and family members.”32 She found that

“the popular press represented women in sensational terms that accentuated their fashion.”33

Though style trends are discussed in this thesis, my focus is understanding the fashion industry

33 Enstad, Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure, 15.

32 Nan Enstad, Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure: Working Women, Popular Culture, and
Labor Politics at the Turn of the Century (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1999), 13.

31 Riello, “The Object of Fashion,” 6.

30 Jackie Stacey, Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female Spectatorship (New York, New
York: Routledge, 1994).

29 Sarah Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, ed. Justin Wyatt, vol.
2 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2000).
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trends that began in the 1930s. Other women’s labor historians have also studied how women

organized in unions and were activists in various industries, including the “garment trades

between 1909 and 1913.” However, historians Lois Helmbold and Ann Schofield noted that

“despite the importance of the 1930s to American labor history, most of the literature on

women’s labor organizations focuses on the period between 1880 and 1920.” My thesis fills the

gap in the literature in regards to women’s labor history after 1920.

Specific professions ranging from saleswomen to designers in the 1930s have been

researched by historians, such as Susan Benson Porter and Sheryl Ann Farnan. Porter’s 1986

Counter Cultures: Saleswomen, Managers, and Customers in American Department Stores,

1890-1940, examined the gender and class dynamics within department stores.34 Farnan wrote

her dissertation about female fashion designers in the 1930s and how the role and industry

overall were promoted positively by career literature, fiction, films, and magazine articles of the

time.35 These historians analyze the experiences of women working in the fashion industry and

how cultural understandings of gender influenced those experiences. However, fewer works

focus on how women’s organizations in the 1930s related to work and professional life, even

though organizations like the Fashion Group were started then. The Fashion Group, specifically,

has been studied in a 2020 dissertation by Larissa Marie Knopp. Knopp traced the Fashion

Group’s history from its founding to the present by looking at archival materials like letters,

newsletters, and speeches.36 Though Knopp touches on the 1930s, she does not connect the

36 Larissa Marie Knopp, “The Business of Fashion: Fashion Group International, 1928-1997,”
(dissertation, St. John’s University, 2020).

35 Sheryl Ann Farnan, “‘It Is a Profession That Is New, Unlimited And Rich!’: The Promotion of
the American Fashion Designer in the 1930s” (dissertation, Iowa State University, 2005).

34 Susan Porter Benson, Counter Cultures Saleswomen, Managers, and Customers in American
Department Stores, 1890-1940 (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1988).
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organization to a larger discussion of professions in the fashion industry available to women at

the time or how women were affected by fashion industry trends as consumers.

Scholars researching gender studies have made connections between femininity and the

fashion industry in the existing literature. Marie Clifford wrote about women working in the

fashion industry from 1920 to 1940. She noted that “recent studies about early twentieth-century

female entrepreneurs recognize the importance of ‘feminine’ fields like fashion as enabling

spaces for women to build careers.”37 Clifford wrote about female leaders in the fashion field,

acknowledging that “while women’s association with fashion was never in doubt, thanks to

modern retailing, the decision-makers were overwhelmingly male.”38 Additionally, in her thesis

in sociology, Alyson Stokes explored devaluation in fashion, which includes “trivialization” and

“the privileging of men and masculinity.”39 The gendered attributions given to the fashion

industry are echoed by Nan Enstad who stated, “our ways of thinking about consumer culture are

intricately connected to conceptions of the feminine… consumer culture was seen as feminized,

unproductive, irrational, and even emasculating.”40 Because fashion is tied so much to consumer

culture, I explore how stereotypes were applied to the fashion industry as a whole, in addition to

individual women or jobs.

The fashion industry changed during the 1930s in a multitude of ways, an argument I

develop by exploring multiple dimensions of the fashion industry. Despite all of the work that

has been done on the key developments of the American fashion industry in the 1930s separately,

no one has connected them to make conclusions about the American fashion industry’s history

40 Enstad, Ladies of Labor, Girls of Adventure, 4.

39 Allyson Stokes, “Fashioning Gender: A Case Study of the Fashion Industry,” (dissertation,
McMaster University, 2013), iv.

38 Clifford, “Working with Fashion,” 71.

37 Marie Clifford, “Working with Fashion: The Role of Art, Taste, and Consumerism in Women's
Professional Culture, 1920-1940,” New Voices in American Studies 44 (2003), 61.
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and how it affected women at the time. My analysis takes me from the old fashion center of New

York to the emerging industry in Los Angeles. I integrate an array of sources rarely considered in

tandem, including legal cases, fashion magazines, garment tags, and paper dolls. Together, these

sources enable me to chart the transformation in the industry in this decade.

Chapter One discusses the democratization of fashion through copying designs and offers

a brief history of design piracy. It also details why the Fashion Originators’ Guild was organized

in New York City to combat design piracy, the methods it chose to use, and, ultimately, why it

failed. By analyzing court case documents, newspaper articles, trade journal advertisements and

articles, labels, and design sketches, I argue that the controversial methods employed by the

Fashion Originators’ Guild, which included “red-carding” retailers and manufacturers, distracted

from its real goals and resulted in its failure. I also argue that its leadership did not understand

why women were choosing copies over originals, putting unnecessary blame on female

consumers. My analysis of how the businessmen of the Guild viewed female consumers adds to

the existing scholarship on the subject.

In Chapter Two, I discuss the Hollywood fashion industry to show how the Fashion

Originators’ Guild might have misunderstood how copied fashion designs related to style trends.

Through analysis of articles from American periodicals and film features released during the

1930s, I explore how Hollywood emerged as a fashion capital, changed the industry, and affected

female consumers. The Hollywood fashion industry’s success demonstrates that businesses

benefited from making adaptations for the mass market and that women were able to express

themselves through wearing Hollywood fashions.

In Chapter Three, I highlight women’s roles in the industry. I argue that the women in the

Fashion Group wanted to take control of the women’s fashion industry in the 1930s because
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women faced unfair challenges in the industry because of their gender. I analyze relevant

information from archival materials, career guides, and periodicals that give insight to the

Fashion Group and women working in the fashion industry during the 1930s. I describe new jobs

that developed in the industry during this period, including copyist and comparative shopper

positions, as well as how understandings of femininity affected women in various roles in the

industry. I include the gender-specific challenges that women working in the industry faced, but

also how they used bonds with other women to overcome these challenges.

When the Fashion Group imagined the future of the American fashion industry in the

1930s, they might not have predicted that it would be similar in 2021. In my conclusion, I argue

that the major developments of the fashion industry in the 1930s, including design piracy as a

result of mass-market fashion, Hollywood stars’ influence on style trends, and addressing gender

issues in the industry, continue to affect the American fashion industry today. These issues have

also had a lasting influence on the women who participate in the industry.
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Chapter One

Mass-Market Fashion: Design Piracy and Shopping Morals

Source: Fashion Originators Guild of America Registered Design Sketches, 1933, The Robert and Penny

Fox Historic Costume Collection, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA.

In the early twentieth century, some American fashion designers opposed mass-market,

or “ready-to-wear,” fashion. The fashion industry underwent major changes in response to

ready-to-wear clothing and fashion became more democratized as more women were able to

follow design trends. The fashion designers’ opposition stemmed from designers losing profits

they would have made from their designs due to design piracy: instead of hiring their own

designers, lower-priced dress companies copied designs from others. After World War I ended,

copying designs in the fashion industry increased as following fashion trends became more

popular. The dress industry thrived during the 1920s, unlike other types of women’s apparel.
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However, at the end of the decade, the Great Depression hit and higher-priced dress companies

faced financial difficulties, which led to a more clear-cut separation of dress companies by price

point.41

These fashion designers regarded copying designs as unethical, even evil. After designers

had spoken out against the practice for years, they finally took action by forming the Fashion

Originators’ Guild of America in 1932. To address design piracy, the Fashion Originators’ Guild

created self-help measures for designers in the fashion industry, such as clothing labels to

designate original designs and fashion shows promoting what they deemed as “quality” clothing,

particularly dresses. The Guild worked with retailers to ensure that they did not sell copies.42

Additionally, the designers made it a goal to educate women on why they should choose to shop

for original designs instead of mass-market, cheaper copies. Motivated by their business

interests, members of the Guild set out to reshape female consumers’ shopping “morals,” or the

standards that women held for the clothing that they bought. Ultimately, however, the Guild’s

practices led to legal issues that caused the end of the organization’s influence.43 While scholars

today mostly focus on the lasting legal implications regarding the lack of fashion design

protection, the FOGA’s story is essential to understanding how the American fashion industry

developed in the 1930s and how women were affected by it.

In this chapter, I argue that, though design piracy is unfair to fashion designers, the

Fashion Originators’ methods distracted from its true purpose. First, I briefly explain the history

of the American fashion industry in the United States, focusing on New York City. I describe

43 Marcketti and Parsons, “Design Piracy and Self-Regulation,” 12.

42 C. Scott Hemphill and Jeannie Suk, “The Fashion Originators’ Guild of America: Self-Help at
the Edge of IP and Antitrust,” SSRN Electronic Journal (2013), 162-164.

41 Sara B. Marcketti and Jean L. Parsons, “Design Piracy and Self-Regulation: The Fashion
Originators' Guild of America, 1932-1941,” Clothing and Textiles Research Journal 24, no. 3
(2006), 5-7.
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fashion design piracy and the different ways that people in the industry addressed it. The

members of the Fashion Originators’ Guild attempted to frame the issue of design piracy as a

moral problem as a way to blame others. I explore the self-help measures they developed and

their criticism of copyists and female shoppers for their failures to understand the potential that

the mass market held.

The practice of copying designs in the fashion industry did not begin in the 1930s and

was in no way limited to New York City or the United States. In reality, fashion always involves

some “copying” to some extent, as it can be inspired, consciously or not, by the ideas of others.

However, arguments against copying fashion designs began in the early eighteenth century in

Lyon, France, as silk weavers realized that they needed to protect their original work.44

Technologies such as the printing press increased the spread of copies globally through fashion

magazines. Additionally, there were advances in the ability to place images on fabrics and in

textile weaving. In response to the development of the ready-to-wear clothing industry, French

designers were able to secure design protection through copyright and industrial design laws.

The French also created a system in which designers licensed their original designs to certain

manufacturers, so that those who did not go to the designers for fittings could buy copies from

retailers.45 Designers controlled copies of their designs through these licenses. It became illegal

for manufacturers to reproduce a design without the designer’s permission.

At the beginning of the century, Paris was the world’s fashion capital. New York buyers

traveled to Paris to obtain exclusive designs. American companies would then sell reproductions

of the designs to wealthy American women. The New York City garment district acted as the

45 Yu and Scafidi, “Intellectual Property and Fashion Design, 116-117.

44 Peter K. Yu and Susan Scafidi, “Intellectual Property and Fashion Design,” in Intellectual
Property and Information Wealth: Issues and Practices in the Digital Age, vol. 1 (Westport, CT:
Praeger Publishers, 2007), 116.
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United States’ fashion center. For the most part, reproductions of Parisian designs were legal

because the buyer paid for the rights to the design. The French welcomed imitation and saw it as

a sign of success. However, illegal design piracy of Parisian fashions also occurred occasionally.

Historians refer to the spread of fashion designs as “trickling down” because upper-class women

were the first to obtain the styles. This trickle-down system caused fashions to cycle because

once original designs were copied in cheaper clothing, designers created new styles for the upper

classes of society to wear.46 Over time, American designers gained more popularity and the

American industry slowly started to turn away from buying Parisian designs. Depression policies

like increased taxes on foreign goods also encouraged Americans to buy American-made

products. However, Americans did not welcome imitation in the same way that the French did.47

Members of the American fashion industry first sought a legislative route to protect their

fashion designs. In 1842, the United States government began granting design patents; however,

the requirements of being “‘novel’, ‘non obvious,’ and ‘non-functional’” did not extend to

fashion designs.48 Copying in the U.S. began in earnest in the 1890s, in which lower-end

manufacturers copied higher-end designs and sold them at a lower cost in higher volume.49

Albert Henry Vestal, a Republican Representative from Indiana on the House Committee on

Patents, introduced copyright registration of designs from 1924. The Vestal Design Copyright

Bill, intended to “encourage and promote the production of artistic designs in the United States

by furnishing adequate protection against piracy for artistic articles of manufacture,” according

49 Marcketti and Parsons, “Design Piracy and Self-Regulation,” 4-5.

48 Ariele Elia, "Knocked Off: The Law of Protecting Fashion Design" (unpublished manuscript,
n.d.), PDF file, 3.

47 Pouillard, “Design Piracy in the Fashion Industries of Paris and New York in the Interwar
Years,” 336.

46 Véronique Pouillard, “Design Piracy in the Fashion Industries of Paris and New York in the
Interwar Years,” Business History Review 85, no. 2 (2011), 320.
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to the Congressional report.50 The bill recognized that existing legal protections were not enough

to prevent design piracy; though other types of designs could be copyrighted, this protection did

not extend to fashion designs. Several hearings were held on the matter without success. The bill

was amended and proposed again in 1930.51 However, the bill never became a law. The

legislative approach to protecting original designs failed, and designers were vulnerable to

copyists who profited off of their ideas.

An ethical debate over copying in the American fashion industry ensued. As early as

1910, designers began to frame copying fashion designs as a moral issue.52 As time went on,

Women’s Wear Daily, a fashion industry trade magazine, reported that “spokesmen in both the

retail and manufacturing fields threw their moral support against any outbreak of copying.”53

Those in the industry began to fervently speak out against what they saw as “copying evil.”54

American designers felt attacked by copyists, since they were losing prestige and profits to lower

quality pieces sold to middle-class and working-class women. The argument against copying

shifted from abstract intellectual property reasoning to the designers’ concrete reputational and

monetary loss. In 1932, M.D.C. Crawford insightfully noted this switch in Women’s Wear Daily,

stating that “the control of design piracy now seems about to emerge from the class of academic

problems… to become a real factor in our merchandising practice.”55 Though they were angry at

their business losses, designers continued to frame copying as an immoral attack against them

and the industry itself. An author of Women’s Wear Daily stated that “this practice has resulted in

55 M.D.C. Crawford, “Efforts by Individual Trades to Elevate Business Plane Lauded,” Women’s
Wear Daily, December 13, 1932, 4.

54 “Extension of Guild Idea in Trade Urged,” Women’s Wear Daily, October 27, 1932, 15.

53 Thomas F. Confroy, “Fight to Continue on Style Piracy,” The New York Times, March 9, 1941,
7.

52 Marcketti and Parsons, “Design Piracy and Self-Regulation,” 5.

51 Act amending the Statutes of the United States to provide for copyright registration of designs,
H.R. 11852, 71st Congress (1930).

50 Bill for copyright registration of designs, H.R. 12306, 68th Congress (1925).
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a demoralized condition which became noticeable about three or four years ago, and became

marked in the beginning of the fall season of 1932.”56 In New York City, in 1932, the designers’

frustration finally culminated, in action and designers formed an organization to protect their

interests. According to a 1933 Women’s Wear Daily article, craft guilds began in the thirteenth

century, as craftspeople “[attempted] to eliminate fraud, substitution, and misrepresentation and

to maintain quality, hedged around by rules and punishments to warn everybody.”57 The Fashion

Originators’ Guild of America was formed in New York with a similar purpose: to regulate the

practice of copying designs in the fashion industry in the absence of applicable legislative or

legal protection and to advocate for original designs through advertising to consumers and

making their case to the U.S. government.

The Fashion Originators’ Guild was not the first attempt to form a group with the goal of

organizing to protect designs in the fashion industry. For example, Vivian Burnett wrote a letter

in The New York Times in 1913, calling design piracy “the greatest deterrent to creative work in

this country, especially in the field of fashion” and urging those affected negatively by these

practices to form a group.58 In 1933, Women’s Wear Daily claimed that the Guild was one of the

only successful groups, even though others had similar ideas and intentions as there had been

“sporadic efforts in the past to bring the makers of better grade garments into a collective

program, but these attempts were made through settled trade associations, and they did not get

beyond the ‘one or two meetings’ stages in the great majority of instances.”59

59 Chas. W. Call, “Fashion Guild Fruition of Long Cherished Idea,” Women’s Wear Daily, March
6, 1933, 3.

58 Vivian Burnett, “Pirating of Designs: Call Issued for all Interests Affected to Get Together,”
The New York Times, May 12, 1913, 8.

57 Lous Harmouth, “Historical Basis for Ideals of Craft Guilds,” Women’s Wear Daily, March 6,
1933, SII6, SII7, SII13.

56 “Dress Style Piracy Evils Scored in Suit,” Women’s Wear Daily, February 24, 1933, 13.
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Maurice Rentner, the founder of the Fashion Originators’ Guild, played a major role in

crafting the Fashion Originators’ Guild’s mission and practices, and he was determined to make

a difference in the industry. Rentner came from a family of Jewish Polish immigrants who

moved to New York in 1902.60 His first job as a young boy was helping his father, who was a

button manufacturer. From the beginning of the twentieth century, Jewish immigrants to New

York worked in the garment industry, as clothing manufacturing was considered a traditionally

“Jewish industry.”61 This allowed Jewish people to have opportunities in the industry that other

ethnic and racial minorities did not have. Jewish Americans dominated the garment industry of

New York City from its beginnings and continued to initiate changes as the fashion industry

developed.62 As the years went on, many New York Jews transitioned to white-collar jobs, even

if they remained in the fashion industry.63 Rentner was a trustee of The National Jewish Hospital

in Denver and was a member at a synagogue, demonstrating that his ethnic community was a

valued part of his life. When he was older, Renter started his own company, Maurice Rentner,

Inc., for high-end women’s apparel.64 Ironically, Rentner began his career as a buyer who copied

dress designs from Paris. However, Rentner became a “pioneer in American ready-to-wear”

fashion and was one of the “first American manufacturers to develop in-house designers.”65

Rentner became passionate about protecting original designs.

When it was first formed, the Fashion Originators’ Guild consisted of twelve “members,”

fashion houses in New York City that wanted protection from copyists. Membership was limited

65 Hemphill and Suk, “The Fashion Originators’ Guild of America,” 161.
64 Hemphill and Suk, “The Fashion Originators’ Guild of America,” 161.
63 Wegner, New York Jews and Great Depression, 15.

62 Annelise Orleck, Common Sense and a Little Fire: Women and Working-Class Politics in the
United States, 1900-1965, 2nd ed. (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Press, 2017).
16-19.

61 Beth S. Wenger, New York Jews and the Great Depression: Uncertain Promise (New Haven
and London: Yale University Press, 1996), 15-18.

60 “Maurice Rentner Is Dead at 69,” The New York Times, July 8, 1958, 27.
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to “only those establishments which actually maintained designing forces, and complied with a

high standard of output,” which meant ready-to-wear brands.66 Over the years, the Guild

expanded its membership of manufacturers greatly, cooperated with retailers to limit the sale of

copies, and had influence across the United States. It brought together “individualists” in the

fashion industry into a “collective program for style protection.”67

The Fashion Originators’ Guild was structured around self-help measures to block copies

from being sold at retailers. It executed its goals through advertising, forming a registration

bureau for original designs, creating labels for original designs, and “red-carding” those who

violated their policies. The Guild consisted of four divisions for dresses, coats, junior miss, and

sportswear. At its beginnings, for manufacturers to join the Guild, their products needed to be

priced $22.50 or higher at wholesale, which was an expensive price for clothing (equivalent to

about $435.02 in 2021).68 Those under that price could only be considered “protective affiliates,”

and they did not receive full membership.69 For retailers and retail associations to cooperate with

the Guild, they needed to agree that they would not sell copies of designs that were registered

with the Guild. Some larger retail associations did not join because the penalties for retailers that

violated the Guild’s standards were high.70 The retailers that did not join could not sell the

designs of the designers affiliated with the FOGA. The FOGA advertising plan included “an

extensive advertising campaign in metropolitan newspapers and leading fashion magazines” and

“extensive editorial publicity through news articles in newspapers and magazines.”71

71 “Fashion Guild Tells Plans to Retail Stores,” Women’s Wear Daily, March 28, 1932, 3.
70 Marcketti, "Design piracy,” 137.

69 Sara B. Marcketti, "Design piracy in the United States women's ready-to-wear apparel
industry: 1910-1941" (dissertation, Iowa State University, 2005), 127-131.

68 Note: The estimate I included was obtained from:
https://www.in2013dollars.com/us/inflation/1932?amount=22.50.

67 Call, “Fashion Guild Fruition,” 3.

66 Chas. W. Call, “Fashion Guild Fruition of Long Cherished Idea,” Women’s Wear Daily, March
6, 1933, 3.
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Source: “Fashion Originators Guild Label Resource.” Vintage Fashion Guild, July 13, 2010.

The Guild’s registration process started with manufacturers submitting a sketch with a

description of the design.72 After the designer signed a statement saying that the design was

original, the design was assigned a model number. The Guild kept track of registration dates so

that copies could be identified.73 After a design was registered, the Guild gave the manufacturers

labels proclaiming that the design was “A Registered Original Design with the Fashion

Originators’ Guild.”74 The labels were an attempt to meet the Guild’s goals of distinguishing

original designs from copies so that they could remove copies from retailer’s stores, in addition

to allowing consumers to pick original designs over copied designs. Labels had been used earlier

in American history by unions, starting with the Cigar maker’s union in 1874.75 The National

Consumers League used labels to mark products that followed regulations in their NCL White

Label Campaign, led by Florence Kelley in 1899.76 The International Ladies Garment Workers

76 “The Power of a Seal of Approval – National Consumers League” (National Consumers
League, July 7, 2020).

75 “Union Label Timeline,” The Kheel Center ILGWU Collection, Cornell University.

74 Note: This source is a reputable website including several images of vintage labels. “Fashion
Originators Guild Label Resource.” Vintage Fashion Guild, July 13, 2010.

73 Marcketti, "Design piracy,” 133.

72 Fashion Originators Guild of America Registered Design Sketches, 1933, The Robert and
Penny Fox Historic Costume Collection, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA.
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Union (ILGWU), founded by women who worked in clothing factories, also used labels from the

time it was founded in 1900 to indicate that the workers who made the clothing were unionized.

In 1933, the National Recovery Act created a label with a blue eagle on it for all industries,

including the garment industry, to let consumers know that the company used “fair

labor-management practices.”77 Because of the widespread use of labels at the time, it was not

surprising that the Guild employed this method to combat design piracy.

Members of the Guild had to sign “Declarations of Cooperation,” stating that they would

follow the Guild’s policies. Investigative shoppers were sent from the FOGA to retailers to make

sure that the retailers were not selling copies of designs that were registered with the Guild.78 The

arbitration committee of the Guild made decisions when retailers were found selling copies of

designs. If a retailer continued to sell the copies, the Guild “red-carded” them and sent out a list

of the red-carded retailers to all members of the Guild.79 If a member of the Guild sold clothing

to a red-carded retailer, they could be heavily fined.80

Rentner and the Guild advocated for “quality” and asserted that they were serving the

consumers’ best interests in executing their policies. An article in Women’s Wear Daily quoted

Rentner, who said that “the quality apparel field stands now girded for progressive and articulate

action looking to a Renaissance of Quality.”81 The article clarified that “by ‘quality’ he did not

necessarily refer to expensive merchandise, but to a product line that “depended for its appeal

upon the artistry and efficiency reflected in its preparation, as opposed to merchandise that

81 “What Chance Quality?” Women’s Wear Daily, June 17, 1938, 1.

80 Fashion Originators’ Guild of America, Inc., et al., v. Federal Trade Commission, 312 U.S. 668
(1941).

79 Marcketti, "Design piracy," 136-137.

78 Fashion Originators’ Guild of America, Inc., et al., v. Federal Trade Commission, 312 U.S. 668
(1941).

77 “Union Label Timeline,” The Kheel Center ILGWU Collection, Cornell University.
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crowds its entire appeal into its price tag.”82 A quality design was an original design; any copied

design could not be seen as quality using Rentner’s definition, despite what materials were used

or whether the copy was popular. A FOGA advertisement declared that “Every convention of

representative business men has great constructive possibilities from the all-important standpoint

of service to the public”; Rentner thought that by protecting fashion designs, he was fighting for

something valuable to society.83

Rentner represented the Fashion Originators' Guild at National Recovery Administration

hearings. The National Recovery Administration (NRA) hearings had started in 1933 in response

to the Great Depression; the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) loosened antitrust laws

and allowed industries to create their own codes of fair practices and competition. During the

hearings, Rentner pushed for quality as a measure of competition rather than price. Rentner

reasoned that popular-priced manufacturers, who sold lower-priced dresses, were more likely to

exploit workers because they were trying to lower costs so much, as evidenced by their copying

designs instead of hiring their own designers.84 Women’s Wear Daily reported that “the Fashion

Originators Guild today launched a pointed, if not to say savage, attack on the piratical

inclinations” of those who did not support protecting designs.85 Despite these arguments, the

code for fair practices and competition in the fashion industry that was created did not include

fashion design protection because of the differing opinions and interests in the industry.86

Ultimately, the NIRA was found unconstitutional in May 1935.87

87 Marcketti, "Design piracy,” 146.
86 Hemphill and Suk, “The Fashion Originators’ Guild of America,” 165-167.
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Despite the Guild’s apparently admirable intentions in fighting for the interests of fashion

designers, its practices were met with retaliation from lower-priced manufacturers, and the Guild

ended up in multiple court cases because of their controversial red-carding method. Rentner’s

large-scale goals of eliminating design piracy caused the Guild to expand the price points of the

designs they protected to the range of $10.75 to $16.75 in April 1935, then to $6.75 to $8.75 in

October 1935, then under $3.75 in 1936. Outsiders began to see the Guild’s practices as

monopolistic since they had so much control over the industry. The Popular Priced Dress

Manufacturers Group was very outspoken about its disagreement with this expansion and even

“[circulated] for signatures of a ‘Declaration of Policy’ against the methods followed by the

Fashion Originators Guild of America,” which they called “contrary to the fundamental

principles of our Democracy” in 1935.88 Manufacturers and retailers started withdrawing from

the Guild or acting in violation of its policies. Industry members also disagreed with the Guild’s

attempt to create a code of detailed fair-trade practices in the fashion industry, in which

violations would result in fines for retailers.89

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) held hearings on the Fashion Originators’ Guild’s

practices in 1936, which ended in a cease and desist order in 1939. The hearings exposed the

Guild’s practices as FOGA officials testified and “outlined in detail the way in which styles are

adjudged to be copies, and how manufacturers and retailers are treated who do not conform to

the guild regulations.”90 The FTC charges against the Fashion Originators’ Guild consisted of

“combination and conspiracy to suppress competition and create a monopoly in the women’s

garment and dress goods trades,” according to The New York Times in 1936.91 The case was

91 “Commission Holds Guild a Monopoly,” The New York Times, April 21, 1936, 42.
90 “Post Gives Detailed Outline of How Guild Functions,” Women’s Wear Daily, July 16, 1936, 7.
89 Marcketti, "Design piracy,” 139-141.

88 “Popular-Price Dress Group Makes Public ‘Declaration’,” Women’s Wear Daily, October 23,
1935, 13.
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brought to the US Circuit Court of Appeals in 1940, and eventually went to the Supreme Court in

1942. The Supreme Court opinion, written by Justice Hugo Black, demonstrated how

far-reaching the Guild’s system had become. He mentioned that the Guild “sold in the United

States more than 38% of all women’s garments wholesaling at $6.75 and up, and more than 60%

of those at $10.75 and up” in 1936.92 However, in light of the Sherman and Clayton Acts, which

outlawed unfair competition and monopolies, the Court found that the red-carding system of the

Fashion Originators’ Guild was unconstitutional. Additionally, in his own papers, Justice Black

discussed fashion design protection itself, stating, “we must assume that the legislative branch…

has granted all the protection that it intended should be given.”93 In reaction to the Supreme

Court’s decision, “many stores [held] to the view that the FOGA anti-piracy program was

effective,” but the Guild had to change its policies.94

Where were the women in the fight for design protection of women’s fashion? It is clear

that they were involved: they were designers, they were consumers, and their desires and

qualities became points of discussion regarding designs, clothing quality, ethics, and advertising.

However, newspaper reporting did not explicitly recognize women’s influence in conversations

about the Fashion Originators Guild. Men filled the Guild’s leadership positions, were quoted in

newspapers, and made decisions surrounding the debates at stake in the industry. There were

exceptions, of course, but the newspapers and court cases used language that reflected that men

controlled fashion business. Men leading the fashion industry spoke on behalf of what they

94 “Reactions Pour in on FOGA Ruling; Legislation Urged,” Women’s Wear Daily, March 5,
1941, 24.

93 Hugo Lafayette Black, “Hugo LaFayette Black papers, 1883-1976,” Manuscript/Mixed
Material, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.

92 Fashion Originators’ Guild of America, Inc., et al., v. Federal Trade Commission, 312 U.S. 668
(1941).
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assumed female consumers wanted. If anything, written records depict women as the ones being

influenced by, rather than influencing, the industry.

Within the Fashion Originators’ Guild of America, leadership remained largely

male-dominated throughout the organization’s existence. Women’s Wear Daily reported on the

first group of officers elected to the Guild on March 4, 1932. Rentner held two positions:

“chairman of the board of governors and treasurer.”95 Rentner’s double title is unsurprising due

to his dedication to the organization and the goals that he hoped to achieve in the industry. The

rest of the officials were listed, along with the company they were associated with. These

officials included Herman Floersheimer, who was elected vice-president, M.E. Zipser, who was

elected financial secretary, and Herbert Sondheim, who was elected second-vice president. These

men were given their own feature in Women’s Wear Daily a few days later with their photographs

prominently displayed.96

Women mentioned in connection to the leadership of the Guild were few and far between.

The one woman elected to the first group of the FOGA’s officials stood out, as she was the only

official given the prefix of “Miss”: Bettie Sherman, of Eta-Sherman, Inc., was elected to the first

board of governors.97 Another mention of a woman in relation to the Fashion Originators’ Guild

in Women’s Wear Daily was in the “In and Out of the Market” section of a 1934 publication,

which listed short updates of people involved in the fashion industry. It declared that “Miss

Frances Ward Price, new entry in the Promotion department of the Fashion Originators Guild,

wears a Phi Beta Kappa key… She numbers among her forebears, Presidents, Supreme Court

Justices, etc… Has done her stint for the Junior League…”98 The unnamed author of this section

98 “In and Out of the Market,” Women’s Wear Daily, March, 20, 1934, 14.
97 “Fashion Originators Guild Elects Officers,” 1.

96 “Dresses: Newly Elected Officers Of Fashion Originators Guild,” Women's Wear Daily, March
8, 1932, 3.

95 “Fashion Originators Guild Elects Officers,” Women's Wear Daily, March 4, 1932, 1.
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found it necessary to announce Miss Price’s new job with the FOGA with a list of her

credentials. The author went as far as to include a remark about her personal qualities, stating,

“And all editors following this column will be pleased to learn that she does not brag about being

a School of Journalism graduate.”99 Neither Miss Sherman or Miss Price were mentioned in

Women’s Wear Daily again, despite the hundreds of articles and advertisements about FOGA in

the trade magazine. Sara Beth Marcketti, a historian who researched Maurice Renter, found that

he had one design assistant throughout the 1930s and 1940s, but never announced her name. His

wife only remembered that she was “a big, fat lady, but she was a good designer.”100 Even though

this woman likely played a large role in Rentner’s company’s success, he failed to recognize her

existence in the public sphere. The omission of this designer in Rentner’s acknowledgments

suggests that other female professionals working under men in the industry were also

overlooked.

Despite the few women in leadership positions, the Fashion Originators’ Guild did not

shy away from sharing what it thought female consumers wanted, or at least what they should

have wanted. In 1932, Rentner was quoted in Women’s Wear Daily, saying “We do feel certain

that the American women are tired of cheap dresses.”101 In another publication that year, the

Guild is said to have had the opinion that “the women of the country have allowed themselves to

become less style-conscious than the women themselves realize” and that the Guild “[expected]

the women to make a demand for originality once its benefits [were] pointed out to them.”102 In

one of its first advertisements in Women’s Wear Daily, the Guild clearly stated its main four

goals, each of which referenced female consumers, and the methods they were going to employ

102 “Protecting Originality,” Women’s Wear Daily, January 22, 1932, 9.
101 “Rentner Praises Quality Movement,” Women’s Wear Daily, September 30, 1932, 13.
100 Marcketti, “Design piracy,” 148.
99 “In and Out of the Market,” 14.
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to achieve those goals. The FOGA’s fourth goal was “to impress upon women that fashion and

quality go hand in hand with original designs; and to reestablish her confidence in good clothes

and stores that sell them.”103 Although the Guild framed this goal as if it was in the interest of

women, the designers associated with the Guild were the true beneficiaries of women buying

their designs over copies. Designers blamed women for no longer wanting “good quality”

clothing, despite the Depression’s economic climate. In March 1932, Maurice Renter claimed

that “We believe the stores have been suffering not a little from the lack of style appreciation

effected by many women in the last year or two.”104 Renter’s attitude towards female consumers

shaped the methods the Guild employed in promoting higher-end designer clothing. Despite the

claims that the act of copying itself was seen as the major problem in the industry, Renter was

quoted in Women’s Wear Daily saying, “the big task will be to work out a system of cooperation

whereby the women of the country can be attracted back to the real, original merchandise.”105 In

the Guild’s view, the designers were the victims, harmed by not only the copyists, but also the

women and retailers who supported them.

In the Guild’s defense, there was a popular opinion in the industry at the time that women

needed to be reminded of what good quality clothing was. Industry members associated

intelligence and education with seeking original designs over copies. For example, Henri Bendel,

a celebrated designer, stated in 1935 that “women who know and value the finest things are

equally shrewd and intelligent in the comparison of prices.”106 After the Great Depression’s

effects began to wear off, there was hope in the industry that women would return to shopping

106 M. D. C. Crawford, “Definite Change for the Better Is Noticed by Henri Bendel,” Women’s
Wear Daily, December 20, 1935, 2.

105 “Fashion Originators to Confer Shortly With High Grade Stores,” Women’s Wear Daily,
March, 7, 1932, S113.

104 “Fashion Originators to Confer Shortly With High Grade Stores,” Women’s Wear Daily,
March, 7, 1932, S113.

103 “Advertisement (Fashion Originators’ Guild),” Women’s Wear Daily, March, 29, 1932, 9.
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for original designs instead of cheaper copies. Another 1935 Women’s Wear Daily article quoted

J.A. Livingston, who said, “this generation grew to maturity during the depression and this is the

first time they have ever had sufficient understanding and sufficient funds to buy new clothes…

Gradually the older women who knew and still know better values are educating this younger

generation.”107 Industry professionals believed that women should prefer original designs and

would prefer original designs if the importance of “quality” was explained to them. Though there

is a lack of evidence regarding female consumers’ opinions on this matter, women who had to

manage household finances might have chosen cheaper copies if they were constrained to a

budget.

From the start of the Fashion Originators’ Guild, those in the organization expressed the

belief that shopping for quality clothing, or original designs, was in a woman's best interest.

Rentner discussed how his wife’s mood was affected by the clothing she wore. He stated that

“[her clothes] are essential to her unmitigated happiness. Her morale— her charm— her

contentment are governed, to an amazing degree, by the attire that adorns her.”108 He used this

claim to support his argument that the effort put into the designs was reflected in how they made

the woman who wore them feel. His statements also echoed what he thought was quintessential

to being a “woman,” particularly in his comment about “charm,” insinuating his wife’s value was

in pleasing those around her.

Rentner and the Fashion Originators Guild reinforced “feminine” qualities in the designs

they supported, as demonstrated by the language they chose to use in their fashion shows

promoting the designers that cooperated with them. “Feminine” designs often referred to styles

108 “Rhinestones Are Not Diamonds.’” Rentner Reminds in Quality Talk,” Women’s Wear Daily,
September, 8, 1932, 15.

107 M. D. C. Crawford, “People Want Better Clothes; Who Is to Get Their Trade,” Women’s Wear
Daily, December 10, 1935, 2.
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that had frills and were soft in terms of material and color. In 1933, a writer for The New York

Times commented on the FOGA’s latest show, featuring a “trend towards real

femininity…expressed in various ways including frilly trimmings, fabrics and color.”109

Including the concept of femininity demonstrated in the show was intentional: the Guild’s theme

for the show was “portraying the woman anew.”110 However, the Guild’s real purpose in

choosing this theme was to make the connection between real femininity and wearing original

designs. A Women’s Wear Daily article about a FOGA show echoed this purpose in stating that

seasonal fashion shows would supply ‘new personality for women.’”111 A 1944 New York Times

article noted the focus on femininity in the Guild’s styles, stating that “emphasis continued on the

soft feminine type of dress.”112 In terms of design, feminine seemed to mean “frilly” and “soft,”

but the Guild’s true message was suggesting that to be a real woman, one must buy original

designs instead of mass-market copies.

Although they seemed to embrace femininity in the designs they promoted, the Guild’s

views on female consumers were largely negative: this contradiction can be explained by the

almost all-male leadership’s unspoken realization that female consumers had power over them in

their shopping choices. By telling female shoppers what they should want while reinforcing

cultural norms of what it meant to be feminine, they sought to change the shopping patterns of

buying mass-market copies to buying their original products. A 1932 article in Women’s Wear

Daily demonstrates this intention by quoting the organization, which had said “Fashion… which

is of the utmost importance to women, has almost entirely lost its significance… The real cause

112 “Summer Dresses Shown: Good Response Is Reported By Fashion Originators Guild,” The
New York Times, February 8, 1944, 25.

111 “Seasonal Fashion Shows Would Supply ‘New Personality’ for Women,” Women’s Wear
Daily, March 6, 1933, 15.

110 “Styles for Spring are More Feminine,” 25.
109 “Styles for Spring are More Feminine,” The New York Times, March 9, 1933, 25.
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is… imitations of style, imitations of design, and imitations of quality— with the result that

women have become so confused that they no longer recognize originality.”113 The Guild showed

support for “feminine” styles, but at the same time, declared that women were “confused.”

However, they maintained that, with the help of FOGA, women would remember that what they

truly wanted was to shop for original designs.

Designers criticized advertisements for influencing women to shop for mass-market

clothing, while the Fashion Originators Guild sought to exert influence on female consumers to

shop for original designs in the same way. Al Lasher, a designer who praised the Fashion

Originators’ Guild, said “it is obvious that women will be influenced by advertising. If a good

store with a fine reputation lays undue emphasis on cheap merchandise, it is almost impossible to

sell the women who come into the store better [merchandise].”114 Designers thought that women

were easily swayed by advertisements and consequently chose clothes that might have been

copied because they were blinded by cheaper prices. Reflecting the same opinion, a writer

questioned, “How can any intelligent retailer expect intelligent women (and the public are just as

intelligent as retailers) to buy new apparel, new styles, fresh ideas when the public has been so

trained to wait for bargains?”115 From one of its first advertisements published in Women’s Wear

Daily, the Guild intended to execute “an extensive campaign of advertising in metropolitan

newspapers and in the leading fashion magazines.”116 With their advertisements, the Guild

thought it would not be difficult to use “propaganda” to prove that “fine clothes constitute the

116 “Advertisement (Fashion Originators’ Guild),” Women’s Wear Daily, March, 29, 1932, 9.

115 M. D. C. Crawford, “Courage, Intelligence Mark Guild’s Work,” Women’s Wear Daily, March
6, 1933, SII8.

114 M. D. C. Crawford, “All Elements Should Join In Styling Up America,” Women’s Wear Daily,
March 28, 1932, SII3.

113 “Fashion Guild Tells Plans to Retail Stores,” Women’s Wear Daily, March 28, 1932, SII3.
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key to the preservation of youth and beauty,” or, in other words, that part of being a reputable

woman was to choose original designs over copies, despite the financial cost.117

The fashion industry itself had become associated with women because, historically,

women had been the ones to produce clothing. Until the 1860s, it was the American woman’s job

to make clothes for her family.118 Despite the fact that both men and women wear clothing, this

historical role solidified the view that clothing was a woman’s interest. However, when clothing

became mass-produced, fashion became a business matter; and in the 1930s, business was a

man’s job. The Fashion Originators’ Guild’s attitude towards women and focus on shaping

women’s shopping priorities demonstrated and reinforced the stereotypical association of

women’s interests and fashion. In Women’s Wear Daily articles, those involved in the designers

versus copyists’ conflict were referred to as “dress men.”119 Even though there were women who

participated in the fashion industry, the language used assumed that men made the business

decisions. This assumption was mostly true in terms of leadership of the Fashion Originators’

Guild, but the language ignored the exceptions that existed. It disregarded women’s participation

in the fashion industry in the 1930s, as demonstrated by the creation of the Fashion Group, an

organization that supported female professionals in the fashion industry.

The media attached negative attributes associated with women to the fashion industry as

a whole. Societal stereotypes included that women held frivolous concerns, such as following

fashion trends, and were more emotional than men. The media portrayed the fashion industry as

frivolous, as well. A 1941 article in The New York Times discussed the court case involving the

Federal Trade Commission and the Fashion Originators’ Guild. The title of the article was

119 Chas. W. Call, “Did Anyone Ever Think of Calmly Weighing Style Issues? Room Aplenty
Exists for All Types of Dress Manufacturers,” Women’s Wear Daily, October 17, 1935, 15.

118 Marcketti, “Design piracy,” 12.

117 “General Rather Than Specific Style Appeal Urged on Stores,” Women’s Wear Daily, October
6, 1932, 13.
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“Supreme Court Upsets Fashions,” alluding to an emotional reaction resulting from a serious

legal matter that affected the business interests of designers.120 In this article, Elizabeth R.

Valentine wrote, “The long-standing fight of the United States Government against the monopoly

has now reached out to include such apparently skittish matters as the length and silhouette of a

woman’s dress, and the tilt and trimming of her hat,” and that “the FOGA [had] started to cope

with the assorted jitters of the garment industry.”121 Were the matters of length and silhouette of a

dress really “skittish” if intellectual property, moral choices, and profit were at stake? The article,

written by a woman, demonstrated that at least some people thought that it was a waste of time

for the government and Supreme Court to get involved in matters of the fashion industry despite

it playing such a major role in the U.S. economy. The “dress men” themselves fell victim to the

female stereotypes given to the industry because of their participation in it, as well. The press

portrayed men in the industry as being irrationally emotional over the issues of copying designs.

Chas. W. Call wrote, “When a dress man thinks he is being attacked he yells… But yelling

doesn’t turn the tide of economic endeavor. Deliberating and planning and adjusting do,

sometimes.”122 Additionally, the importance of the matters that the designers tried to address

were minimized. Call also stated that “Dress men should settle their own squabble.”123 Although

these writers were offering their own opinions, the language they used reinforced female gender

stereotypes.

How did design piracy really affect female shoppers? Women’s Wear Daily addressed this

question in 1941 after the Supreme Court decided the FTC case, commenting that “few retail

123 Call, “Did Anyone Ever Think of Calmly Weighing Style Issues?” 15.

122 Chas. W. Call, “Did Anyone Ever Think of Calmly Weighing Style Issues? Room Aplenty
Exists for All Types of Dress Manufacturers,” Women’s Wear Daily, October 17, 1935, 15.

121 Valentine, “Supreme Court Upsets Fashions,” 10.

120 Elizabeth R. Valentine, “Supreme Court Upsets Fashions,” The New York Times, March 9,
1941, 10.
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customers really were aware of the existence of the Guild but its influence nevertheless was

manifest in their purchase of dresses, it was observed.”124 The “average” woman might not have

been aware of the FOGA’s attempts, which shows that they were less influential in changing

women’s perceptions of clothing quality, despite their success in reducing design piracy before

the courts restricted their practices. Additionally, the decisions made by the U.S. courts pointed

to the fact that the FOGA prioritized their business interests over what female consumers

wanted, despite their intent to help women understand what was “best” for them. Design piracy

was an unfortunate consequence of a competitive industry that “made the latest fashions readily

available to purchasers of small means”, which made competition in the fashion industry

“therefore socially desirable.”125 Although the practices of copying fashion designs harmed

designers in the business, it allowed for more opportunities for women to wear what was

fashionable, even if they could not afford original designs.

The 1930s marked a new era in the history of the American fashion industry. Though

dressmen fought against the spread of cheaper copies and criticized female shoppers for

supporting copies with their buying choices, their moral and legal arguments and self-help

attempts did not succeed. These men tried to hold on to an outdated fashion system, one that

stemmed from following Parisian trends and kept fashionable clothing exclusive to women of the

upper classes. This system fell out of public favor due to the combination of mass-market

production and the economic effects of the Depression. More women wanted to follow fashion

trends with the spread of popular culture and consumerism and the mass-market production

spread of cheaper “copies” made fashionable designs more accessible. Additionally, most

consumers did not have the economic means to pay for original designs in the wake of the

125 “Style Piracy is ‘Socially Desirable,’ Lower Court Held,” 9.

124 “Style Piracy is ‘Socially Desirable,’ Lower Court Held,” Women’s Wear Daily, March 4,
1941, 9.
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Depression, even if they would have preferred to. “Copying” designs created new business

opportunities, too; some businesses capitalized on fashion trends and focused on selling

consumers what they wanted. The Guild’s members instead undermined female consumers and

actively tried to change their shopping habits towards buying original, more expensive designs,

rather than adjusting to the new direction the fashion industry was taking.
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Chapter Two

Imitation or Individualism?: The Emergence of Hollywood Fashion

Source: Advertisement, Vogue, March 15, 1935, 30.

In the United States, Hollywood films served as an “escape” from the harsh realities of

the Great Depression, in which most Americans struggled economically. Their influence was

vast. These films offered diversion, hope, and inspiration, especially for women, who filled

movie theaters. Because women made up the majority of moviegoers, film companies were

quick to capitalize on the business opportunities available with this demographic.126 Participating

in fashion trends set by Hollywood allowed women to have more fashion choices within the

context of the Depression.

126 Sarah Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, ed. Justin Wyatt, vol.
2 (Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), xiv.
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I argue that Hollywood became well-known for its fashion, in addition to its films,

because of the connections between the two industries. Businesses benefited from adaptations of

film costume designs because female consumers enjoyed imitating their favorite Hollywood

actresses. However, there was tension between the notions of imitation and individualism in

popular culture because periodicals put pressure on women to be unique versions of themselves

while also following style trends.

Working women often felt connected to characters played by famous actresses in many

films produced during this period, which featured “rags-to-riches” storylines. Although working

women were acknowledged in films, the plots did not portray working as a necessity, but as a

way for a woman to take charge of her life and achieve the goals she had for herself.127

Especially during the Depression, when many women had to work to support their families, this

storyline was not the most realistic portrayal. However, these optimistic storylines were inspiring

for viewers, who may have thought that if they wore clothing similar to what the character wore,

they could have a similar “happy ending” too.128 Hollywood actresses became associated with

Hollywood fashion because of what they wore on and off the film set: women sought to emulate

both their costumes and personal style. Female consumers admired these actresses not only

because of their success in Hollywood, but also because they saw themselves in the characters

and personalities the stars represented.

Women were able to define themselves through their fashion choices in this period

because trends set by Hollywood were readily available in American stores and did not follow a

singular understanding of femininity. Fashion “types” emerged in this era because of a cultural

128 Jackie Stacey, Star Gazing: Hollywood Cinema and Female Spectatorship (New York, New
York: Routledge, 1994), 183.

127 Cristina Ornelas Gomez, “1930s Hollywood Film Fashion: Transgressing 1930s Class and
Social Barriers Through Fashion” (thesis, University of California, Merced, 2019).
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push for individuality: magazines and newspapers encouraged women not to blindly follow

trends or wear exactly what their favorite actress modeled, but to figure out how to express

themselves through what they wore. It was a time where anyone could be fashionable; clothes

were no longer easily identifiable marks of class or status. Additionally, traditional feminine

dress was challenged by new trends during this time. While many view 1930s fashion as a return

to more traditional “feminine” styles, “masculine” features were also adopted into popular trends

available to women. Through the dissemination of Hollywood fashion, which largely consisted

of adaptations of film costumes, women were able to both follow fashion trends and express

themselves through what they wore.

Hollywood’s fashion industry developed because of three reasons: demand, desire, and

promotion. More films required more costumes, and fashion designers stepped up to meet this

new creative challenge. Because of the prominence of the film industry in Los Angeles, the

Hollywood fashion industry’s goals and function in the larger context differed from fashion

industries in Paris and New York. Like the fashion industries in Paris and New York, the film

industry also had a main city—Los Angeles—where much of its fashion emerged, but the broad

diffusion of films made these LA fashion trends national. Through various methods of

cooperation that could include film companies, designers, actors and actresses, manufacturers,

and retailers, designs originating in Hollywood found their way to cities and towns all over the

United States. Additionally, during the Depression, Americans were encouraged by

advertisements to buy American products like the Hollywood fashions created by American

designers; the media even claimed that American designs were more innovative than those of

Paris.129 Manufacturers made adaptations of costumes from films with the consumer in mind,

both in terms of wearability and price, which meant that anyone could shop for a style they saw

129 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 21.
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in a film. Though these adaptations were “copies” in a way, people did not consider them to be a

form of design piracy because the designs were mostly controlled by the film companies.

There were multiple channels in which Hollywood fashion designs were distributed to the

mass market. An article, published by the United States Chamber of Commerce, called “1,200

Mile Style Parade,” written by Edgar Lloyd Hampton in 1937, recounted the development of the

Hollywood fashion industry. He stated that “the first step in commercializing [film] styles was

taken by some of the studio designers who… opened their own shops and began to cater to the

public.”130 These designers took it upon themselves to start creating designs for the public, in

addition to movie stars in films. Additionally, manufacturers in Los Angeles hired studio

designers to create “special trademarked lines” for them.131 Tie-ins, which could include film

companies, female actresses, designers, magazines, and retailers working together, were one of

the most effective ways to sell designs featured in moves to consumers. A manufacturing

company called “Miss Hollywood Junior” was one of the first to use this method; it “[had] a

popular young movie star sponsor a particular garment” and “formed a hookup with a merchant

in each city, who was given the exclusive account… [which] established the product

nationally.”132 In Hollywood, men were acknowledged for these behind-the-scenes business

feats, though women, especially actresses and designers, were extremely influential in their

success. The article claimed that “business men united to…move the world’s style capital to

Hollywood” in bold.133

The “‘Associated’ movement,” to use Hampton’s term, consisted of entities in

Hollywood industries cooperating to work toward overlapping goals. At the end of the 1920s,

133 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
132 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
131 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
130 Edgar Lloyd Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade,” Nation’s Business, April, 1937.
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twelve manufacturers decided to form a cooperative called the Hollywood Fashion Associates

“to promote a national campaign.”134 The Associated Apparel Manufacturers of Los Angeles,

made up of 150 manufacturing companies, was also created in that decade. The Associated

Apparel Manufacturers of Los Angeles was a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting the

Hollywood fashion industry. This organization proved to be helpful to the cause. When “eastern

merchants were continually receiving calls for Hollywood styles but knew of no adequate

supply,” the Associated Apparel Manufacturers stepped in and fulfilled their orders.135 The

Association also aided in arranging tie-ins between Hollywood stars and retailers or

manufacturers on the East Coast. Later, the organization worked to publicize Hollywood fashions

beyond the film industry. For example, the Association photographed many people dressed in

Hollywood styles at the Santa Anita races and gave them to the press. The organization also took

advantage of opportunities for publicizing Hollywood fashions beyond the film industry, such as

forming trade connections in Texas after the 1936 Rose Bowl and in Vancouver through the B. C.

Fashion Show.136 The Associated Apparel Manufacturers also held a yearly contest for the “most

distinctive style” created by a studio designer which was nationally recognized.137 Lastly, starting

in 1934, the Los Angeles Market Week, which combined the city’s “garment, millinery, and

furniture groups” was held so that buyers could find products for the stores they represented all

in one place. The Associated Apparel Manufacturers assisted in executing Market Week.138

These examples of coordinated efforts were representative of a larger desire to work together to

strengthen Los Angeles as a fashion center.

138 Sylva Weaver, “Hollywood’s Styles Lauded,” Los Angeles Times, January 25, 1939, A8.
137 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
136 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
135 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
134 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
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Hollywood fashion resulted in the creation of celebrity culture. The sportswear industry,

launched in Los Angeles, served as an example of enterprising fashion manufacturers who

sought to benefit from stars’ publicity. One newspaper article, titled “Hollywood Rapidly

Becoming World’s Fashion Center,” stated that “Hollywood’s eminence as an originator of sports

wear and as a popularizer of it is unquestioned.”139 Actors and actresses photographed wearing

sportswear popularized this newer type of casual clothing. Hollywood stars replaced society

women in setting trends.

Source: Tom Tierney, Glamorous Movie Stars of the Thirties Paper Dolls (New York, NY: Dover Publications, Inc.,

1978).

Paper dolls in the likeness of Hollywood actresses allowed girls and women to dress their

favorite stars themselves from the early days of the industry. In the 1930s, they were especially

139 Rosalind Shaffer, “Hollywood Rapidly Becoming World’s Fashion Center,” Chicago Daily
Tribune, August 2, 1936, E13.
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popular. The Washington Post commented that “every little girl goes through the ‘paper doll

stage’” in 1936.140 Colorful paper outfits could be attached to the dolls by folding over small

flaps extending from the outfit onto the doll. The outfits ranged from swimsuits to evening

gowns with jewelry on the dolls’ arms.141 Manufacturing paper dolls became a business in

Hollywood. Paper dolls depicted famous actresses such as Judy Garland, Greta Garbo, Carole

Lombard, and Jean Harlow.142 The doll itself was dressed in a slip and came with different

outfits, hairstyles, and accessories that could be switched. These outfits were based on costumes

designed for Hollywood films; for example, the Judy Garland doll came with Dorothy’s outfit

(including her dog Toto in a basket) from The Wizard of Oz.143 An article in the Los Angeles

Times titled “Designers Use Paper Dolls as Costume Models,” explained that costume designers

would sometimes create paper dolls as sketches before the design was executed.144 In 1937, The

Sun reported that “In Hollywood a man who cuts out paper dolls and builds tiny doll houses can

earn a right smart living, simultaneously retaining the respect of his neighbors and employer.”145

Film studios even employed paper doll artisans to make “working models of all the major sets to

be used later during filming of the picture.”146

Press reporting often compared Hollywood’s fashion industry to Paris. One writer

claimed “Hollywood overwhelmingly [dominated] the styles in sports suits,” but that “New York

and Paris still [dominated] the formal dress.”147 Hampton explained that Hollywood surpassed

147 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
146 “Men Cut Paper Dolls,” GM8.
145 “Men Cut Paper Dolls,” The Sun, May 9, 1937, GM8.
144 “Designers Use Paper Dolls as Costume Models,” Los Angeles Times, September 5, 1934, 18.
143 Tierney, Glamorous Movie Stars of the Thirties Paper Dolls, 12.

142 Tom Tierney, Glamorous Movie Stars of the Thirties Paper Dolls (New York, NY: Dover
Publications, Inc., 1978).

141 Object Project (exhibit), Behring Center, National Museum of American History.

140 Hope Ridings Miller, “Dress Stylist Uses Doll Models In Practical Fashion Service,” The
Washington Post, February 25, 1936.
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Paris as a style center because it recognized the power of the consumer in setting trends: “the

style must become a vogue- it must be made popular with the public. This calls for an

exhibition.” Hollywood designs were exhibited in the films (and in magazines advertising both

the films and the designs). Hollywood designers, therefore, had to be sensitive to what future

popular trends could look like since films could take up to a year to make. Hampton also stated

that Parisian designers who tried their luck designing in Hollywood “all returned to Paris. Either

they could not master the studio technique, or they could not subordinate their personal

inclination, or they failed to capture the American idea.”148 Newspapers celebrated Hollywood’s

accomplishments. Hollywood fashions were said to be “more youthful and more colorful than

the ones indigenous to New York and Paris.”149 The Los Angeles Times quoted a studio designer

in 1931, who said “where a handful of fashionable women ape the styles of Paris, millions

emulate those created by motion-picture costumes. This is because film styles are carried direct

to people in thousands of cities.”150

Film became a critical medium for depicting fashion because consumers could see how

the designs looked on people in a way that photographs could not. A film company called

Fashion Feature Studios made “pictures of modes and styles of women’s dresses, furs and

hats.”151 One of their 1929 films explicitly recognized Hollywood’s influence over popular

trends. In the film, a plain woman who modeled for a fashion magazine gets introduced by a man

to Hollywood actors and actresses at a film studio, who are wearing fashionable clothing. An

actress takes the woman to change into a different dress, which she is allowed to keep, and

151 “Huge Sum Sought in Film Suit” Los Angeles Times,” February 28, 1931, A1.
150 “Hollywood Creates Fashions, ‘Tis Said,” Los Angeles Times, January 5, 1931, A7
149 Shaffer, “Hollywood Rapidly Becoming World’s Fashion Center,” E13.
148 Hampton, “1,200 Mile Style Parade.”
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promises her that she would be able to act in a film herself.152 Twentieth Century-Fox Film

Corp., a film studio, released a film called “Filming the fashions” in 1933 showing moviegoers

fashion trends like beaded evening gowns and bathing suits.153

Even Vogue, a leading women’s fashion magazine, took advantage of films, starting in

1930. The magazine published a section on “fashion films” in its magazine, explaining that “the

new medium [gave] Vogue a chance to show the practical side of fashions in actual operation.”154

These films, made at Paramount Studios, were presented at New York’s Paramount Theatre and

shown at theaters all over the country. The magazine not only included lists of theaters where

women could view the films, but also the stores where the fashions depicted could be found. For

example, Saks-Fifth Avenue was listed for New York in 1930.155 In 1931, Vogue promoted “Seen

on the Screen For Limited Incomes,” which made the case that “chic is not wholly dependent on

the almighty dollar.”156 This note shows that films promoting fashion took into consideration that

their viewers were most likely average Americans, many of whom were significantly affected by

the Depression. Vogue reminded readers that, “after you’ve seen them, you can go out and buy

them.”157

A 1940 film, “Aristocrats of Fashion,” released by Reed (Roland) Productions, is one of

the films from the period that used a storyline to advertise a brand and educate female

moviegoers about fashion trends. After rolling the credits and cast list, the screen declares, “In

this picture we present a thrilling array of new fashions for active sport, for informal afternoon

157 “Seen on the Screen for Limited Incomes,” 90-91.

156 “Seen on the Screen for Limited Incomes: Vogue Films Present Fashions in Motion,” Vogue,
March 15, 1931, 90-91.

155 “Vogue Speaks from the Screen,” 82.
154 “Vogue Speaks from the Screen,” Vogue, July 5, 1930, 56-67, 82.
153 Filming the fashions, 1933, Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.

152 Fashion news, 1929, Fashion Feature Studios and AFI/Horton, Dorothy Collection, Library of
Congress.
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and for gala evening wear.” The styles for the film were arranged by Tobé, a fashion designer

and stylist. Before showing the designs, the film made sure to state that they were all “original

creations,” signaling that the distinction between original and copied styles was still significant

in the industry, despite fashion trends causing styles to be replicated over and over. The film had

a tie-in with the American Bemberg Corporation because of an advertisement-like message that

flashed explaining that the designs were made with Bemberg rayon. The film’s plot is focused on

a woman named Carol, who convinces a man named Charlie to enjoy a day with her and her

friend Jane at the tennis club. After the women have a short conversation in the first scene, a

female voiceover interrupts speaking about the girls’ clothing, pointing out aspects of their

outfits: stripes, a tennis cap, a blazer, and a bag that can hold almost everything. The scene

changes to a group of women at the tennis club and the voiceover exclaims “It makes us envious

just to look at you!” At the end of this short film, Charlie proposes to Carol, who is wearing a

“desirable... new dress,” that night. This ending teaches women that if they are dressed correctly,

they can succeed in their goals. The line “No skimping out on fabrics this season!” seems to

reference the economic changes since the Depression had first hit. Because the voiceover

simultaneously narrated the storyline and explained fashions to viewers, the thematic aspects of

the film and the fashions it featured were hard to distinguish.158

In the 1930s, films served as the best advertisements for Hollywood fashions. A 1935

Chicago Daily Tribune article, “Films Broadcast the Fashions Created in Hollywood” captured

this understanding and explained the process of how Hollywood costume designs ended up in

consumers’ closets.159 Each film studio contracted designers to create film costumes for the

actors and actresses. The article listed the well-known designers associated with each major film

159 Rosalind Shaffer, “Films Broadcast the Fashions Created in Hollywood,” Chicago Daily
Tribune, August 11, 1935, D12.

158 Aristocrats of Fashion, 1940, Reed (Roland) Productions.
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company, such as “Orry Kelly, whose designs for Kay Francis, Dolores Del Rio, Bette Davis,

and Joan Blondell… helped make fashion history.”160 The author of the article insightfully

pointed out that only one major film company had a female designer, showing male dominance

in the film industry despite the clear power female actresses had in selling both films and styles.

The process of how a design got from screen to store started with the studio designer

creating a sketch based on the film’s storyline and what was “personally becoming to the star,”

who would wear the design. The design had to be approved by the production head, art director,

and actor or actress themselves. Even costumes that were supposed to be for historical films were

changed to match modern tastes, such as one eighteenth-century Russian-inspired dress that

wound up being “copied and recopied and widely sold all over the country as a modern gown.”

Trends were also started as a result of films set in modern settings. The studio designers

sometimes dressed the Hollywood stars off-screen, as well. The actors and actresses were

photographed in the studio designers’ creations, which were broadcasted “to the four corners of

the globe on a plan of releases operated from the head offices in Hollywood and New York” by

the publicity and advertising departments of film companies. The photographs were released to

media outlets through exclusive contracts. This article explained that both Los Angeles factory

owners and magazine services scouted fashion trends from the studios. These designs were then

“made up in lots and sold all over the country.”161 The studios’ publicity departments were in

charge of arranging agreements with manufacturers, including those in New York, who made

“knock-offs” of the film costumes. The film companies profited from the “free publicity” from

these copied film designs bought and worn by consumers.162 Some retailing franchises, like

162 Lindsay Danielle Reaves, “Promotion of Classic Hollywood Film Costume in 1930s
American Fashion Magazines” (thesis, The University of Alabama, 2013), 11.

161 Shaffer, “Films Broadcast the Fashions Created in Hollywood,” D12.
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Hollywood Fashions and Waldman’s Modern Merchandising Bureau, sold mass-produced

designs created by film studio designers at retail boutiques in U.S. department stores.163 Design

piracy was a concern, as the article notes that “Frequently studios are obliged to take great pains

to avoid having fashion ideas stolen from the sets during the making of a film,” but it is unclear

what a “stolen” idea would consist of.164

Source: Advertisement, Vogue, September 15, 1935, 28

164 Shaffer, “Films Broadcast the Fashions Created in Hollywood,” D12.
163 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 17.
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Film companies themselves participated in selling designs to women across the U.S. by

creating labels that included the fashions shown in their films; for example, the film company

Warner Bros. created a label called “Studio Styles” to sell adaptations of the costumes featured in

their films in 1934.165 Magazines advertisements featured both the film and the clothes that

consumers could buy. Vogue called Studio Styles “an excellent resource for authentic Hollywood

fashions” because “they [had] exclusive rights on all Orry Kelly designs for the Warner Bros.

Productions and the clothes are confined to one store in each city.”166 Advertisements for Studio

Styles were also featured in Vogue. One included Orry Kelly’s sketches of designs for actresses

in four different Warner Bros. films, small photographs of the actresses themselves, and a list of

stores that consumers could find the designs in. The advertisement states the designs were

“Reproduced by permission, and available in a variety of colors and fabrics at leading stores.”167

Consumers would not find the exact replicas of what they saw at the movie theater at the

department store but were happy to imitate their favorite actresses. The advertisements

capitalized on this sentiment, encouraging women to “Look to the stars!” and buy “clothes in the

Modern Manner Created by the Noted Hollywood Designer Orry-Kelly for Famous Stars of

Warner Bros. Pictures.”168 For the reader’s convenience, the advertisement included photographs

with subtitles explaining the design, mentioning the featured actress’s name in capital letters, and

the title of the film that the design was from, as well as a list of stores in over 100 cities in the

U.S. and Canada.169 Below the Studio Styles label, the advertisement reminded readers that the

brand “originated in the world’s new capital in fashion.”170 This advertisement demonstrated a

170 “Advertisement,” 30-31.
169 “Advertisement,” 30-31.
168 “Advertisement,” Vogue, March 15, 1935, 30-31.
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166 “Miscellany: Beauty… and other jottings from out Market Note-Book,” Vogue, October 1,
1934, vi.

165 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 17.
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perfect example of a tie-in that was beneficial for the film company, the magazine, and the

retailers.

Warner Bros. engaged in other tie-ins beyond the Studio Styles label. Multiple

advertisements in Vogue advertised Catalina swimsuits with large pictures of actors and actresses

modeling the designs. One included “California hand-blocked prints… in… four can’t-be-copied

patterns” that were “created by Warner Bros. Studio-Designers” that readers could purchase in

Macy’s in New York, The Broadway in Los Angeles, or at other retailers.171 This advertisement

also included a label design, accompanied by small text that read “Look for the Flying Fish on

the label,” which was a measure to protect against unsolicited copied designs. Another Catalina

advertisement claimed that the actress modeling it, “[preferred] this Catalina,” and stated that

2,500 stores carried Catalina swimsuits, which were designed “by Orry-Kelly, Warner Bros.

designer.,” though the Studio Styles label was not mentioned.172 Similarly, Mojud Clari-phane

Silk Stockings were advertised as “specially developed by Orry-Kelly” for Hollywood stars, like

Bette Davis, whose photograph is featured, and “for all occasions, at prices for all budgets.”173

The association with Hollywood films alone was a selling point, as demonstrated by another

Mojud advertisement that was published two years later. While there was no mention of specific

actresses or films, they were called “the stockings the screen stars wear” since Orry-Kelly

designed them for Warner Bros.174

Some studio designers were discontent with the adaptations that film companies sold to

consumers. Although the designers created the originals, they did not have control over the

adaptations attributed to them. On the other hand, the film companies strongly supported tie-in

174 “Mock, Judson, Voehringer Co., Inc.” 16d.
173 “Mock, Judson, Voehringer Co., Inc.” Vogue, March 1, 1935, 16d.
172 “Catalina,” Vogue, May 15, 1936, 120.
171 “Warner Bros.,” Vogue, May 15, 1938, 24.
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labels because of the publicity that their films received through the advertising of the film’s

fashion.175 Orry-Kelly was one of the designers who took issue with Warner Bros. using his name

and designs to sell clothing to the public. A Warner Bros. secretary explained that the company

“used his name, physical likeness and sketches in commercial tie-ups… particularly with Studio

Styles,” but that “Kelly took strenuous objection to Studio Styles taking his sketches and

revamping them in any form they desired and affixing his name as the designer thereof, and

putting them out for commercial purposes.”176 Orry-Kelly thought his reputation was harmed

because of the differences in the designs he originally sketched and those that wound up in

department stores. The letter even mentioned that “in some instances his name was affixed to

designs which were not by him.”177 However, according to the contract between Kelly and

Warner Bros., the company was legally allowed to use the sketches and designs in

advertisements as long as they did not explicitly include Orry-Kelly’s name or photograph.178 In

advertisements where Orry-Kelly was not given credit, Warner Bros. was still able to profit from

creating copies of his work based on the agreement that had been made.

Though costumes seen on film screens were replicated at cheaper prices, there was not

much conversation surrounding problems with design piracy in Hollywood beyond the

acknowledgment that sometimes design ideas were stolen without permission. An article in the

Chicago Daily Tribune stated that “studios that produce films in which fashions are heavily

featured are faced with a problem, the same one which every designer in Paris has to deal; that is,

the fashion spy who is on the lookout for new ideas.”179 These “spies” would sneak into film

179 Shaffer, “Hollywood Rapidly Becoming World’s Fashion Center,” E13.
178 Letter from Warner Bros. Assistant Secretary Roy Obringer. As cited by Celia Reyer.
177 Letter from Warner Bros. Assistant Secretary Roy Obringer. As cited by Celia Reyer.

176 Letter from Warner Bros. Assistant Secretary Roy Obringer to Publicist Morris Ebenstein. As
cited by Celia Reyer, “When Hollywood Glamour Was Sold at the Local Department Store,”
Smithsonianmag.com (Smithsonian Magazine, February 23, 2017).

175 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 19.
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previews given to the press before the film was released in movie theaters, resulting in

mass-market clothes based off of the fashion in the films that were not agreed to by the film

company. The article also mentions that “manufacturers claim that there is the reverse of this

also, that models are sold to them by film companies for a star’s use in a film, and the studio

sends out fashion stills from its model.”180 This problem was not addressed by film companies,

other than by occasionally adding special marks to their labels so that consumers would know it

was truly made by the same company as the film.

Even when designers like Orry-Kelly spoke up about the mass production of clothing

inspired by their designs, they objected to the changes that were made to the original, not that

people were able to buy similar designs at cheaper prices. Some advertisements made it clear that

what was sold to the public was an adaptation of the original. An advertisement for Studio Styles

stated explicitly that one of its photographs featured “Olivia de Haviland [wearing] Orry-Kelly’s

copy of her screen costume” and that the other showed “Anita Louise in the adaptation of her

loveliest costume from the picture.”181 Adaptations of film costumers were accepted easily by the

public, despite their desire to wear what they saw in the film, perhaps because of the extreme or

dramatic designs that were included in film costumes so that they would be noticeable on

camera. The costumes were “exaggerated… [because] the technical side of photography

demands extremes.”182 There was little opposition within the Hollywood fashion industry against

adaptations because film companies owned the designs made for their films. The lack of

opposition to copying designs for the mass market can be explained by the profitability of copies

for those who were at the top of the industry since the public’s desire to imitate their favorite

stars was so apparent. This practice contrasted the design piracy that the Fashion Originators’

182 “Does Hollywood Create?” Vogue, February 1, 1933, 77.
181 Advertisement from Modern Screen, p. 74. As cited by Celia Reyer.
180 Shaffer, “Hollywood Rapidly Becoming World’s Fashion Center,” E13.
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Guild fought against because the designers were not collecting profits when their designs were

copied. The positive consequence for the public, however, in both situations, was that women

across the country, regardless of socioeconomic status, were able to follow trends because more

affordable options were available.

A debate arose in public discussion as to whether Hollywood was truly “originating”

fashion. An article published in Vogue in 1933 questioned this idea bluntly, asking readers “Does

Hollywood Create?” in the title.183 The author was unable to fully answer this question and

concluded that “It does, and it doesn’t.”184 The larger question of whether Hollywood could be

thought of as an originator came out of other questions, such as if it copied ideas from Paris or

simply followed current American fashions. At the same time, costumes had to be designed in

advance because of the filmmaking process, which would make it difficult to either copy or

follow others completely.185 Yet, these questions reflected whether anyone in the fashion industry

could ever truly claim to make a completely new design or start a new trend. However, in both

Paris and New York, as demonstrated by the Fashion Originators’ Guild, designers were fighting

to maintain some form of exclusive rights over their designs to maximize their profits.

Hollywood film companies were better able to protect the designs featured in their films because

the films themselves and the agreements they came to with designers served as proof. There were

certainly popular designs that could be traced back to specific 1930s Hollywood films, which

were included in Vogue’s review, but there was still uncertainty regarding whether that was

where the idea for the design, which might have led to a trend, originated. Regarding trends, the

article stated:

185 “Does Hollywood Create?” 59-60.
184 “Does Hollywood Create?” 77.
183 “Does Hollywood Create?” 59.
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Fashions do not spring, be it said, full-panoplied from the head of one designer. Not
usually. They are born to one brain in embryo, and have to be developed later, or, and this
is very interesting, they arrive by a sort of spontaneous combustion to two, three, or more
designers at the same time. Certain big fashions, trends rather, occur to all the best brains
in the business at the same time, by a sort of sixth sense, or perhaps one might call it an
instinct for sequences… it is hard to trace the exact birth.186

While it is true that arguing against illegitimate copies of a design that was supposed to be

exclusive for mass production differs from claiming to have created the starting point for a trend,

Hollywood fashions highlight the difficulty in asserting to have originated a fashion design.

Hollywood fashions also demonstrated the desire to imitate styles worn by those of

higher status. In the earlier discussion of design piracy in New York, lower-priced copies were

created because women wanted to follow the trends set by exclusive designs for upper-class

women; in Hollywood, mass-produced adaptations of costumes occurred because American

women wanted to look like their favorite actresses. Popular actresses were often associated with

certain trends because “anything they [wore] [had] its effect on the American female public, and,

as far as that goes, on every public.”187 Women not only went to movie theaters for an enjoyable

activity, but also to “pick up notes on fashion which [would] help them.”188 In addition to

clothing, women copied other aspects of actresses’ looks, as well. For example, in 1934 the

Chicago Daily Tribune reported that when “Garbo pulls a few short hairs down over her

forehead. The girls in the audience go home and cut bands. Dietrich gives a haywire upturn to

her eyebrows. The girls attempt to copy her… And so it goes.”189 Hollywood actresses had

incredible power in setting the standards of what was considered beautiful.

189 Antoinette Donnelly, “Hollywood Dictators of Fashion Awaken and Revolt Against
Standardization,” Chicago Daily Tribune, October 28, 1934, C3.

188 “Does Hollywood Create?” 76.
187 “Does Hollywood Create?” 76.
186 “Does Hollywood Create?” 61.
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Race and ethnicity were factors in who was able to have the power of setting trends.

Many famous actresses of the 1930s were Jewish but altered their names to hide their ethnicities,

such as Sylvia Sidney, who was born Sophia Koscow.190 Warner Bros. itself serves as an example

of how Jewish Americans contributed to the rise of the American entertainment industry, which

became tied to the fashion industry. Warner Bros. was started by three sons of Polish Jewish

immigrants, Sam, Albert, and Harry. The company started in silent films in the 1920s and was

enormously successful by the 1930s.191 Because Jewish people were typically white, they were

able to rise to high positions in the fashion and film industries.

The film industry, however, actively discriminated against Black actors and actresses and

instead relegated them to “race films” that were made for all-Black audiences. While other films

cast Black actors in stereotypical and supporting roles, “race films” featured Black stars in

leading roles that showed Black people in a positive light. Black actors and actresses were often

not paid for their roles in these films, such as actress Dorothy Van Engle. Van Engle even made

her own costumes for the films she starred in, according to The New York Times; this example

contrasts greatly to the white stars who were styled by the most popular designers of the times

and imitated by thousands of women across the country.192

The acceptability of imitation in American fashion fluctuated over history. Until the

1890s, public discourse discussed imitation as an action resulting out of envy, which was morally

wrong. People criticized women for being envious, whether it was in terms of material wealth or

social status, because it contradicted the gender roles that held women should not be involved in

192 “Dorothy Van Engle, Suave Star Of Black Cinema, Is Dead at 87,” The New York Times, May
13, 2004, A23.

191 “Harry, Albert, Sam & Jack Warner,” Jewish Virtual Library (American-Israeli Cooperative
Enterprise).

190 Patricia Erens, “Film Industry in the United States,” Jewish Women: A Comprehensive
Historical Encyclopedia, Jewish Women's Archive, February 27, 2009.
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the commercial world and religious views regarding purity.193 In the 1910s and 1920s, however,

the culture began to shift as the increase in consumer culture caused emulation to become a

norm.194 Fashion became more democratized and it became more difficult to distinguish social

class by what a woman wore. By 1938, a female fashion designer stated that “all American

women can have beautiful clothes.”195 Yet, there was some pushback against imitation in the

1930s from those who were religious and equated it to lying, as well as wealthy women who

wished to be distinguishable from lower social classes.196

American culture in the 1930s promoted contradictory messages about imitation.

Advertisements encouraging women to shop for clothing items that their favorite movie stars

wore sent a clear message that imitation was favorable. Department stores sold mass-produced

clothing. To fit in, women had to follow the fashion trends. Yet, popular culture also encouraged

individuality. A 1934 article included five photographs of popular female actresses with captions

stressing that their admirable qualities came from their uniqueness; the writer celebrated Ruby

Keeler for her “individuality in a colony of standardization,” recognized Kay Francis because she

“never looked like anyone but herself,” and appreciated Constance Cummings because she

“never converted her blonde assets into a ‘patent’ type.”197 According to this article, these

actresses were successful in the industry because they did not look like other women. Contrary to

what was written in advertisements and fashion magazines, this author claimed that:

The current Hollywood trend toward greater individuality is in line with a general trend
to be oneself under any and every circumstance. This does not mean that one need curtail
on such wiles and artifices as will make a better looking person. But it does mean that

197 Donnelly, “Hollywood Dictators of Fashion Awaken,” C3.
196 Matt, Keeping Up with the Joneses, 26, 33-34.
195 Matt, Keeping Up with the Joneses, 39.
194 Matt, Keeping Up with the Joneses, 11.

193 Susan J. Matt, Keeping Up with the Joneses: Envy in American Consumer Society, 1890-1930
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2003), 8.
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your greatest beauty success lies in being YOU, YOURSELF, and no stupid imitation of
another. 198

This statement certainly sent a confusing message to women because, although the sentiment that

they were (potentially) beautiful the way they were was uplifting, it was almost impossible to not

follow some sort of trend if they were simply participating in consumer culture. Additionally,

some women might have felt empowered by following trends or looking like successful

actresses. There was a double standard in the way that women were expected to be themselves

while also following trends.

In the 1930s, categories of “types” of women appeared in conversations regarding

fashion as a way for women to understand what styles fit their personality best. These types laid

out different expressions of feminine ideals. Different publications created their own categories:

for example, Selling Mrs. Consumer, a book published by Christine Frederick, a home

economist, included nine types of women.199 Women were expected to express their personalities

through fashion. The irony of types was that they simultaneously put women in a box and limited

their self-expression, while also telling them to be their true selves and as unique as possible. In

1936, an article stated that Orry-Kelly explained that a woman should only wear clothes that fit

her “own predominant type,” but that “‘she never should follow one mode too closely.’”200 If a

woman pulled this off successfully she would “use what she wants of a mode and discard the

rest” so that she “[highlighted] her personality and not the style.” Newspaper articles and fashion

magazines told women which trends they should incorporate into their wardrobes according to

their type. The Fashion Editor of The Washington Post, Marshall Adams, attended a fashion

show that “analyzed prototypes of the sophisticate, the romantic, the exotic, and the ingenue”

200 “Dress Your Own Type Says Hollywood Oracle,” The Sun, January 5, 1936, HM1.
199 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 8.
198 Donnelly, “Hollywood Dictators of Fashion Awaken,” C3.
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and was met with “applause of an appreciative audience of girls, all of whom wanted to know

what types their own characteristics of face and figure indicated.”201 The mention of physical

characteristics suggests that personality alone did not determine a woman’s “type,” or category

of woman she was able to identify with, but that how her body looked factored in as well. The

inclusion of physical features further removed the agency a woman had in figuring out what

“type” of woman she could be, or what types of fashions she could follow.

Periodicals applied types to Hollywood actresses so that female consumers could better

understand the model for the type that they were, or aspired to be. Analogous to the way that

costumes dramatized characters in films, clothing was “[needed] to dramatize your personality”

and there were “Proper Clothes for Every Type.”202 A 1938 book called Designing Women

included “athletic,” “boyish,” “sophisticated,” “ingenue,” and “romantic” types, which were each

associated with a particular Hollywood actress; the book advised American women to “cast

yourself in a certain role and dress the part.”203 Vogue also mentioned Hollywood stars

concerning their types in February 1933, but did not give specific titles of types. For example, “a

sort of type [was] especially designed for Joan Crawford’s personality,” which “consisted of

nipped-in waists, swishing skirts, little jackets, and always great big balloony puffed sleeves.”204

If a woman thought she had a personality similar to Joan Crawford, fashion writers suggested

that she wear those styles. Additionally, Greta Garbo’s type was explained by her

“feminized-masculine clothes that [enhanced] the star’s personality so ideally.”205 Earlier in the

article, it was mentioned that Garbo’s voice was “bass in complete maturity” which seems to

205 “Does Hollywood Create?” 60.
204 “Does Hollywood Create?” 76.
203 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 7.

202 Rhea Seeger, “Fashion Offers Proper Clothes for Every Type,” Chicago Daily Tribune, April
1, 1935, 15.

201 Marshall Adams, “How Clothes Express Types Revealed at Fashion Show,” The Washington
Post, November 4, 1938, 17.
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suggest that a physical characteristic, her voice, might have partially justified the masculine

aspects of her style; women who believed they fit into the same type not only imitated Garbo’s

hair and clothing, but also her voice.206

With as many as nine different recognized types of women and associated styles, the

fashion trends spawned by Hollywood suggested that there were many different ways to express

femininity. The implications of Hollywood fashion on what it meant to be “feminine” both

encouraged and challenged traditional female stereotypes. In October of 1933, Vogue categorized

“well-known people” into types they called “Romantic, Eccentric, Nudist, Uniformist, and

Miscellaneous” and published their answers to what their “suppressed fashion desires” were.207

The answers given by the women support the idea that there was more awareness that women

could desire to look and act in a range of ways, but also that the women still did not feel

completely comfortable to truly be themselves because of what “the temper of the times

allowed.”208 For example, a singer named Alma Zimbalist discussed feeling social pressure that

caused her to avoid wearing clothes that would truly allow her to express herself. She described

her favorite dress, a military costume, and said that when she wore it she “felt [herself] to be a

perfect combination of both masculine and feminine charms,” but was afraid of “being branded

as ‘that woman who wears military clothes.”209 An actress named Lily Damita similarly echoed

the themes of individuality promoted during this period, despite being placed by the author of the

article into the category of the Eccentric type. She stated, “I don’t want to look like any one- to

wish that would be to admit an inferiority complex,” which shows that the pressure to be an

individual might have caused more negative stigma in terms of following fashion trends, rather

209 “Fashion Inhibitions,” 65.
208 “Fashion Inhibitions,” 64.
207 “Fashion Inhibitions,” Vogue, October 15, 1933, 64.
206 “Does Hollywood Create?” 59.
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than allowing women to truly wear what they wanted, even if it was similar to what other women

wore.210

Though Hollywood styles encouraged traditional feminine stereotypes in the 1930s in

some ways, more room was made for women to break from a strict mold while still fitting into

social norms. There was a “contrast between the adoption of menswear by women and a

simultaneous revival of neo-Victorian femininity.”211 In 1934, an article declared that “the

woman of today is a combination of the pretty-pretty type… and the suave, sophisticated smart

type that spells efficiency and experience.”212 Though this description of 1930s femininity seems

to reflect an increase in recognizing women’s intelligence, women still had to be “pretty.”

Fashions were “completely feminine,” which meant, according to this article, that styles included

“frills,” “sweeping lines, regal lines, trains, [and] jewels.”213 As a contrast to the gray feelings of

the Depression years, women wore more colorful and embellished fashions. Clothing seemed to

be re-feminized; The Fashion Institute of Technology’s Fashion History Timeline states that

“women’s fashion softly evolved from the boyish look of the previous decade into the feminine

silhouette of the early thirties.”214 Though these styles were said to emphasize the curves of

women’s bodies, the “new styles [required] even slimmer waistlines” and created “the necessity

for further feminine slenderness.”215

However, 1930s Hollywood stars also demonstrated a more open definition of what

feminine styles could consist of by incorporating aspects that had traditionally been found in

215 Note: See Chapter 3 (p. 94-95) for a discussion of standardized clothing sizes and eating
disorders. “Fashions: From Hollywood New Styles Require Even Slimmer Waistline,”
Philadelphia Tribune, April 24, 1930, 5.
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211 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 142.
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male clothing. For example, “Marlene Dietrich’s frequent appearance in men’s suits, Greta

Garbo’s fondness for army/navy pants, and Katharine Hepburn’s overtly feminist wearing of

slacks.”216 These Hollywood fashions were also replicated in mass-produced clothing. Women

wore more broad-shouldered suits and the sportswear that came out of Los Angeles. Pants also

became more popular, despite male protests. One article reflected this concern with a headline

that read “View With Alarm: The Strange Spectacle of Women in Trousers.”217 Even male

Hollywood designers opposed women wearing pants, though they added other traditionally

masculine clothing features to the costumes they designed. From as early as 1914, American

women had worn pants for factory work or housework, but Hollywood stars like Marlene

Dietrich made pants a part of stylish outfits in the 1930s. Pants also became more popular as

women became more involved in public athletic activities. Additionally, the fashion industry

promoted pants as a way for women to buy “separates.” Despite the controversy stirred up by

men who were threatened by the increasingly blurred lines between male and female clothing,

many Hollywood stars were photographed wearing pants offscreen and American women

continued to wear pants.218

Styles that might have traditionally been considered masculine were “sold” by famous

actresses that were presented as desirable, which made them suitable for women to follow.

Qualities that were considered “feminine” were paired with clothing in advertisements such as

romance, especially in film and fashion tie-up advertisements. Though many of the

advertisements featured white women, women of all backgrounds were influenced by the mass

advertisements featured in popular magazines, newspapers, or movie theater showings.

218 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 142-155.

217 Unidentified newspaper article, “Strange Spectacle of Women in Trousers,” circa 1933. As
cited by Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 155.

216 Berry, Screen Style: Fashion and Femininity in 1930s Hollywood, 143.
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The Hollywood film and fashion industries taught viewers the symbolic importance of

clothing. Films accurately demonstrated that “the importance of clothing as a catalyst for new

kinds of social behavior,” especially in “women’s ability to act with authority and ability in new

or intimidating situations, such as a male-dominated workplace or an urban environment.”219

Films included themes relevant to working women, such as that women in the workplace often

had to dress in a traditionally feminine way as to not be viewed as threatening, but then could

also be blamed for sexual harassment if they appeared “too” feminine, which was both a

reflection of reality and a lesson.220 Hollywood also taught female viewers that clothing could

facilitate social mobility because fashionable trends were no longer only available to women of

the higher social classes, which led to the realization that those of the upper classes had only

been “fashionable” in previous periods because of their money.221 While some Americans tried to

hold on to the old social status norms that fashion had previously reinforced, the far reach of

Hollywood trends demonstrated that this decade marked a new era of fashion, one that was more

accessible. Lines between classes became blurred because of mass-produced popular Hollywood

styles that allowed women to be not only knowledgeable of the trends from watching films, but

also to shop for lower-priced imitations of what they saw their favorite celebrities wearing.

Before the 1930s, industry members saw “Hollywood” fashions as tasteless or unrefined.

Vogue commented on this notion, stating “There was a day, not too far from yesterday, when, at

any fashion show, the bad numbers… were always greeted with the whisper ‘Whew! Pretty

Hollywood’... But that day now constitutes the lurid Past of the movies.”222 Yet, by the end of the

1930s, Hollywood fashion styles dominated trends. Similarly, there was a past in which only a

222 “Does Hollywood Create?” 59.
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select few could be “fashionable” and where women wearing pants would not be photographed

for women’s magazines. The fashion industry itself changed with Hollywood’s introduction into

the fashion world, as advertising methods adjusted and the female consumer’s wants were taken

into account in a way they had not been before. Women could copy an actress they admired,

develop their “own” sense of style, or both. The popularization of Hollywood fashion also

represented societal changes that took place during the 1930s; mass-produced fashion meant that

feminine cultural ideals were less restricted and restrictive than they had been earlier in

American history.
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Chapter 3

A Woman’s World: From Department Floor to Fashion Group

Source: A Crowd of Shoppers on an Escalator inside a Department Store in New York City, 1935, Credit: Hulton

Archive/Getty Images. As cited by Erin Blakemore, “How 19th-Century Women Used Department Stores to Gain

Their Freedom,” History.com (A&E Television Networks, November 22, 2017).

The fashion industry’s long-standing association with femininity served as both a

blessing and a curse for the women working in the industry in the 1930s. The connection created

opportunities for women as the American fashion industry emerged. Although unemployment

rates were at an all-time high in those years, the feminization of fashion meant that fewer men

competed with women for many jobs in the fashion industry compared to other industries.

According to the period’s gender discourse, if a woman was going to work, the fashion industry

was a natural workplace. Men unfamiliar with the industry’s potential underestimated it; even

men within the industry overlooked its full potential because they saw fashion and shopping as

frivolous pastimes and less serious than other business ventures. These men saw women as being

easily preoccupied with pretty things and easily used and manipulated for their own business

interests.
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While in the first two chapters I point out instances in which women were overlooked, in

this chapter, I put a spotlight on various positions women held in the fashion industry. The

Fashion Group brought women working in the industry together, first, in New York City, but

eventually across the nation. I explain the challenges that women encountered in the workplace

and how the bonds they made with other women helped them better approach these problems.

Despite the Depression’s devastating effects on the country, the American fashion

industry’s position during the 1930s allowed room for growth. Because of the Smoot-Hawley

Act of 1930, imports from Europe declined as taxes increased.223 Americans across the country

gave less focus to European fashion centers such as Paris and noticed American fashion in a way

it never had been before. The American department store was an urban cultural fixture, filled

with snappy saleswomen and rushing female shoppers. Behind the scenes, fashion buyers

shopped for the retailers, keeping up with the trends, and comparative shoppers acted as spies,

ensuring that the prices at the stores they represented were competitive. American fashion

designers adjusted to the new definitions of “design” set by mass-market production and made

names for themselves. Young women from California to New York admired female designers

because of their seemingly glamorous and carefree lives and sought careers in the industry

themselves. Some began positions on department store floors or supporting the designers on their

teams, hoping to climb the fashion industry ladder. The media and career literature during the

1930s promoted the fashion industry as full of opportunities for women.224

Despite these seemingly open doors in the fashion industry, women still faced barriers

because of their gender in the workplace, whether it was behind a counter or the runway. Women

had to maintain their femininity, yet conform to a business world still controlled by men.

224 Farnan, “‘It Is a Profession That Is New, Unlimited And Rich!’” vi.
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Working-class women had to adopt upper-class “culture” before they could even enter the field

in any capacity because of how aspirational class values shaped ideas of femininity. Educational

requirements for positions in the industry were often unclear. Saleswomen painted on a smile as

managers and customers demeaned them, working long hours for low pay. Even when a brand

held a designer’s name, she might have been constrained to a creative position while men

handled the business matters. When a woman climbed the ladder high enough to reach executive

status, her salary was lower than her male counterparts. These women both influenced, and were

influenced by, the societal standards of what it meant to be an American woman in the 1930s.

In 1928, a group of women met in New York City to discuss their place in the fashion

industry. They believed that it was unfair that men held all of the power in women’s fashion and

sought to gain more authority professionally. They thought that because they could understand

the consumers better than men, they could also dress them better.225 Granted, these women were

not “average” in terms of their social and economic status in any way, but their shared interests

and a common understanding of the issues women faced bound them together. Originally, these

women thought that they would work with the National Retail Dry Goods Association to

advocate for women in the industry, but they decided that the cause deserved its own

organization.226

In 1930, The Fashion Group emerged in New York. It was called “The Fashion Guild”

originally, but the name was changed shortly after.227 The original Group’s leadership and

membership consisted entirely of women; this tradition continued even as the organization

227 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 13.
226 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 12.

225 Note: Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, I was unable to access the Fashion Group
International records in person. Instead, I used information obtained from the materials (which
were not always specifically cited) that was included in the following dissertation. Larissa Marie
Knopp, “The Business of Fashion: Fashion Group International, 1928-1997,” (dissertation, St.
John’s University, 2020), 11-12.
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expanded. They invited women in New York who were connected to, or had an interest in, the

industry. In February 1931, the group had 75 members.228 However, the news of the goals of the

Group spread and caught the attention of American women all over. Although New York

remained a sort of “headquarters,” other chapters of the organization were started in cities across

the country. The Fashion Group’s goals were to advance and recognize the role of women in the

fashion industry. The founders of the Group were tired of men dictating women’s fashion; they

saw uninterested men blocking their paths to success within the industry. They also believed that

the American fashion industry had unmet potential and could gain global prominence if it was

run properly. The Group prioritized education and connection, and met these two values by

hosting courses and lectures led by industry leaders. Although it was successful in accomplishing

its goals in many ways, gender stereotypes still permeated the organization.

Who were the women of the fashion group? Although the founders came from different

backgrounds, they all were well-connected and educated. Especially as the organization grew, the

women came from a variety of personal and professional backgrounds, but each of them was

passionate about advancing women’s roles in the business world and fashion. Some members

worked for traditional fashion industry roles, such as in department stores or advertising. Others

worked in related fields, such as cosmetics or interior decorating.229 Some members did not work

in the industry itself, but had a social influence that could affect the industry as “society women.”

Similarly, other members were connected to politics, such as Eleanor Roosevelt, who was an

active member of the Fashion Group and had her own furniture business.230 It seems that the

Group was not diverse in terms of race or class, although there was no evident discrimination

due to religion because both Christians and Jews were represented. The majority of the women in

230 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 19-20.
229 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 11.
228 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 11.
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the Fashion Group had a bachelor’s degree, and many even had advanced degrees (some were

related to fashion, but some were not).231 The educational background of the women

demonstrates that the members were accomplished and smart women, but also that membership

was limited in terms of socioeconomic background, at least implicitly.

Source: “About FGI.” The Fashion Group International, Inc.

Elections for the Fashion Group were democratic and leadership in the organization was

taken seriously. A board of governors presided over the organization, but there were other

“sections” of leadership roles, as well, providing many opportunities for women to take

leadership positions.232 It was clear that women had to prove themselves if they wanted to gain a

position within the organization. If a woman was not meeting expectations, she could even be

232 “Mrs. Ovitte Elected Fashion Group’s Head,” The New York Times, December 18, 1935, 31.
231 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 24.
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removed from her position.233 Newspapers reported on some of the Fashion Group’s elections,

listing the women’s full names and job titles, in addition to their new positions in the

organization. In 1934, The New York Times even proudly announced that its fashion editor, Miss

Virginia Pope, was elected the chairman of the section “representing newspapers and magazines”

within the Fashion Group in New York.234 Press coverage indicates that the women who held

leadership positions in the Fashion Group were already associated with well-known companies

in the industry, from leading trade journals, like Women’s Wear Daily, to popular women’s

magazines, including The Ladies Home Journal, and Vogue, to the companies of sought-after

brands, such as “Nettie Rosenstein, Inc.”235 One of the original founders of the Fashion Group,

Mrs. June Hamilton Rhodes, recognized the importance of their professional titles in their ability

to create change in the industry through the Fashion Group. When visiting the Fashion Group’s

chapter in Chicago, she remarked, “I firmly believe… that this organization can be the most

important in the world… if we cooperate as women in our particular positions.”236 These women

took it upon themselves to be mentors to, or hire, other women, as well. For example, Edna

Woolman Chase, editor-in-chief of Vogue, made it a point to hire female employees.237 The

women in leadership positions understood the power they had in helping the careers of other

American women.

To execute its vision of advancing women in the workplace within the fashion industry,

the Fashion Group focused on educating its members so that they had the knowledge to succeed.

If they were up to date on matters affecting the industry, they could efficiently work together to

change the industry. Therefore, they planned a series of luncheons that featured prominent

237 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 31.
236 “Style Experts Form Fashion Group in City,” Chicago Daily Tribune, July 7, 1934, 11.
235 “Fashion Group Elects,” The New York Times, March 1, 1939, 41.
234 “Fashion Group Unit Elects,” The New York Times, April 25 1934, 30.
233 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 54.
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speakers on a huge range of topics. While some lectures were specific to trends in design and

products, others focused on the economy and politics. For example, in 1932, the Fashion Group

partnered with the Metropolitan Museum of Art to host a “series of six lecture-conferences” on

“fashion merchandising’s kinship with art and artistic good taste.”238 The event’s speakers, some

of which were men, were experts in the field. Although the organization only allowed female

members, it recognized that men continued to dominate business. One 1939 lecture given by Dr.

George Gallup, who was the director of the American Institute of Public Opinion (as in Gallup

polls), and Elliott Janeway, an author, focused on Adolf Hitler; at first glance, one might wonder

what this topic had to do with dresses or department stores. However, lectures such as these

demonstrate how astute the Fashion Group leaders were. The speaker discussed “a European

crisis arriving soon,” how Americans perceived the “United States’ relations with Germany,” and

that the U.S. should “develop new sources of tin and rubber.”239 The state of international affairs

and the economy would certainly have significant effects on all industries, as the women in the

Fashion Group understood. The Fashion Group wanted its members to be well-informed so that

they could make good decisions in their careers. These luncheons might have also served as

opportunities for the women to discuss current events. To support their educational efforts, the

Fashion Group also gave training courses. In 1937, The New York Times reported that the course

had twelve sessions that “covered… fabrics, color technique, accessories, costume fashions,

cosmetics, home furnishings and fashion merchandising” led by “outstanding experts in the

merchandising field.”240 The Fashion Group wanted to ensure that the women were educated so

that they were respected in their positions. Two members of the Fashion Group, Miss Tobe and

240 “Fashion Group Course to Start,’ The New York Times, February 3, 1937, 43.

239 “Gallup Says People Show Intelligence: Tells Fashion Group Large Samples of Opinion
Confute Hitler,” The New York Times, January 31, 1939, 26.

238 “Lectures Planned By Fashion Groups: Relation of Merchandising to Art and Art Tastes to Be
Studied,” The Washington Post, February 21, 1932, A3.
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Julia Coburn, even went on to create the Tobe-Coburn School in 1937, the first college with a

program specializing in fashion merchandising and promotion.241 At the Tobe-Coburn School,

students studied topics ranging from fashion history to the role of the buyer to fabric charts. The

school even kept a “Personal Appearance Guide” and taught women about salesmanship.242

The founders of the Fashion Group realized that women would have to work together to

fight against the limitations imposed by their gender in the industry. Although aware that these

women were competitors, they were focused on this fight that not only would help them in their

careers, but also help future generations of women. As women, they dealt with particular

obstacles in the business world. The members of the Fashion Group knew how crucial names

were in the fashion industry, not only in terms of being recognized as professionals, but also for

consumer purposes. Some chose not to take their husband’s name, or kept their first husband’s

name if they remarried.243 This choice suggests that they wanted to be known for their success

separately from their husband’s accomplishments. In newspapers, however, the women’s names

were always included with “Miss” or “Mrs.”; their marital status was still considered salient to

their identities in society, even though their professional lives were the subject of the articles.

The newspapers also constantly included the women’s titles, almost as if to justify their

inclusion. Additionally, the Fashion Group was referred to as “noncommercial” on multiple

occasions, potentially to seem less threatening, since it was entirely run by women in business.

One article reported that “store men” educated members of the Fashion Group, despite an

impressive list of women who ran department stores and fashion companies themselves; this

patronizing language perpetuated the inequalities in the fashion industry.244 In its early years, the

244 “Apparel is Brought on Local Factors,” The New York Times, July 18, 1939, 32.
243 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 37.

242 “Detailed Description,” Tobe-Coburn School for Fashion Careers Records, Manuscripts and
Archives Division, The New York Public Library.

241 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 27.
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Fashion Group “was underestimated, [since] men did not grasp the goals of the Fashion Group

and the importance of the work the members did.”245

Another issue facing the women at the time was the fashion industry’s gender pay gap.

Dorothy Shaver, one of the founding members of the Fashion Group, was one of the most

successful and well-known women in the fashion industry of the time. In May 1932, a newspaper

stated that “as Vice President and Director of the Style Bureau at Lord & Taylor’s was one of the

first in the industry to sponsor American designers, and [was] outstanding for her work both in

the fields of Fashion and Interior Decoration.”246 In 1934, The New York Sun credited her with

“[starting] the whole American designer movement.”247 However, according to Life magazine,

Dorothy Shaver was not paid as much as her male counterparts. In fact, the magazine stated that

her salary was “only a quarter of the sum paid to her friend Thomas J. Watson of International

Business Machines… [and an] obvious example of discrimination in a system which confers

upon the male business executive rewards four times greater than those fixed for the senior lady

business executive.”248 The magazine also reported that “it would not occur to Miss Shaver to

make an issue.”249 This interpretation blatantly contradicts the work that the Fashion Group did

to address issues facing women due to their gender.

The opinions offered by the speakers the Group hosted also showed the barriers that

women faced within the fashion industry. A 1931 speaker from Lehman Brothers, declared, “I

have been completely confused as to why I am here. [It] doesn’t seem to me that fashion is a

249 “No. 1 Career Woman.” As cited by Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 35.

248 “No. 1 Career Woman,” Life, 1947, 117, Fashion Group International Archives, New York. As
cited by Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 35.

247 Social and Professional Activities, Dorothy Shaver Papers, National Museum of American
History, Archives Center. National Museum of American History.

246 Biographical clippings and articles, Dorothy Shaver Papers, National Museum of American
History, Archives Center. National Museum of American History.

245 Knopp, “The Business of Fashion,” 17.
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particularly virile subject” and was unsure why he was asked to speak about the connection

between economics and fashion.250 Although the Fashion Group invited this man to speak, he

still directly demeaned the industry because of its feminine associations and did not value the

financial acumen necessary to work in it. Another speaker in 1933, acknowledged that fashion

choices were restricted for the members even though they were the ones creating the style trends.

The Fashion Group hosted Elsa Shiaparelli, a French couturiere, who talked about “radical

styles” for the season; however, she declared, “Of course, we don’t want pants.”251 Statements

like this one reminded the women that they were still restrained by what was considered

traditionally feminine. Another speaker dared to give an address to a room filled with

well-respected, accomplished women of various ages titled, “The American Woman’s Charm

Ends at Forty,” in which he shared his “[observations] that if the American woman of more than

40 is successful and independent, her manner grows authoritative and ‘she will not listen

anymore.’”252 Although there are no records that include reactions to this address, it is likely that

the audience did not appreciate this speaker’s choice of words, since the women created the

organization to gain more authority in the fashion industry and not have to continue to work

under men.

Mrs. Christine Frederick, a home economist and the Household Editor of Ladies Home

Journal, also gave an address at a Fashion Group luncheon that undermined women, specifically

female consumers. Frederick explained how honored she was to be there and stressed the

importance of female consumers, who did most of the spending in America according to her

research. However, she also discredited women, stating, “Woman is not this marvelous person

252 “Arabs Copying Us On Dress Styles,” The New York Times, May 25, 1935, 22.

251 “Finds Women Ready For Radical Styles: Mme. Shiaparelli Tells Fashion Group Striking
Effects Are No Longer Feared,” The New York Times, March 1, 1933, 14.

250 Kennelth Collins, January 1931, Fashion Group International Records. As cited by Knopp,
“The Business of Fashion,” 17.
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that sometimes man credits us with being.”253 She went on to describe what she considered the

five main problems of women, which can be summarized as “foods… fashions… home

decoration… beauty… and care of infants.”254 Although these could be problems that women

faced because of their social position, the women of the Fashion Group organized because their

professional problems were overlooked. Frederick also criticized women who wanted to work,

saying, “‘A girl needs to spend only two years in business to convince her that she wants to get

married.’ The home is coming back.” 255 The majority of the women in the Fashion Group did not

want to “go back to the home,” but further into the business world, with dreams of climbing

higher than women were ever allowed to before.

The Fashion Group connected the women working in the fashion industry, who worked in

a variety of roles. It created a space for the women working in the fashion industry to discuss

gender-specific issues they faced at work, among other pressing topics. Women worked as

saleswomen, buyers, comparative shoppers, designers, assistant designers, sketchers, copyists,

and costume stylists; some of these jobs were relatively new at the time because they had been

created as a direct result of ready-to-wear fashion. Women in these positions faced oppressive

pressures that included sexism, classism, and racism. While the Fashion Group served as a

formal network, sometimes women also formed their own networks at their workplaces that

helped them get through their workdays. Though a career related to fashion seemed attractive to

many women in this period, these systemic issues were never completely resolved.

255 Frederick, 30.
254 Frederick, 13-14.

253 Christine Frederick, 11, Box 182, Folder 1, Fashion Group International Records, Manuscripts
and Archives Division, The New York Public Library.
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Many women in fashion started out on the floors of department stores. By 1900, the role

of saleswoman was ranked as one of the ten most common jobs for women.256 According to a

1933 report based on census data, in 1930, 705,793 women worked as saleswomen or clerks in

department stores or other large mercantile establishments, which represented a majority of the

women who were engaged in trade in the United States (73%).257 However, the managers and

owners of the department stores were almost entirely men, since those jobs were more suitable

for “businessmen.” This gender divide caused tension within the department store, especially

when businessmen began to realize the power that saleswomen, or “shopgirls” as they were

known, had: while the businessmen worked with accounts behind the scenes, the saleswomen

were the ones interacting with their customers and generating the money in the accounts. In the

minds of the businessmen in the early twentieth century, the shopgirls were the reason for sales,

or the lack thereof. A shopgirl was neither praised for making a sale, nor excused for failing to

do so when business was slow.258

Believing that shopgirls’ demeanors determined sales, the businessmen of department

stores made it their mission to turn what they saw as lower-class bad-mannered salesgirls into

“educated” and “cultured” saleswomen that would represent them and their businesses well,

while ignoring the other aspects of their businesses that could be improved. From 1900 to 1920,

efforts to reform the role of shopgirls were called “welfare work.” Businessmen coordinated

classes and activities for saleswomen on topics ranging from grammar to personal hygiene.259

259 Benson, “The Cinderella of Occupations,” 13.
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The businessmen thought that, through these actions, they benefited not only their businesses,

but also the poor women who did not know any better. After 1920, the education given to

saleswomen was just referred to as “training,” and was expanded to include technical matters

relating to fashion and interpersonal skills.260 The training afforded to saleswomen in department

stores emphasized the importance of using “feminine” qualities, such as politeness, empathy, and

even manipulation, in selling items to their female customers. They had to follow the rules, but

also be quick on their feet and adjust to any situation presented to them.261 Although the

managers attempted to convince saleswomen that their jobs were respectable and that they

should think of them as such, the fantasy that the training promoted did not match up to the lived

realities of saleswomen being encouraged to meet impossible standards.262 They had to follow

their managers’ contradictory expectations while they belittled them and attend to consumers

who thought they were better than them, all while grappling with societal expectations.

In the 1930s, the number of saleswomen who were college-educated or from the middle

class increased. One woman reported in 1935 that “the average saleswoman… is in no sense the

old-time shop girl. On the contrary, she is usually a high school graduate, very often a college

woman.”263 Additionally, more women from the middle class became saleswomen because of the

lack of other opportunities available to them during the Depression. The same year, another

woman wrote in to The Washington Post, and said, “I am a college graduate and, no other

positions being available, I applied for and obtained a position as salesgirl in what I have always

considered to be the finest store in the city.”264 Some women began working in department stores

specifically because they wanted to build a career in the fashion industry, knowing that

264 Mary Haworth, “This Business of Living,” The Washington Post, May 2, 1935, 12.
263 Mary Haworth, “This Business of Living,” The Washington Post, May 2, 1935, 17.
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“competent salesmanship is the groundwork for advancement in the retail business.”265 In a 1940

guide for young women who wanted to learn about different careers available to them, The

Institute for Research advised that “One of the best methods to approach employment in the

designing field is through store experience, as a model, saleswoman, or, in fact, any store

position that brings one into close contact with the customer.”266 Although department store jobs

were promoted as starting points to careers in fashion, advancement was not as easy as it seemed.

Race and ethnicity also served as barriers to working in fashion. Department stores across

the U.S. had been Jewish-created and owned since the late 1800s, including Neiman Marcus,

Gimbels, Bloomingdales, Filene’s, and Bergdorf Goodman. These stores often employed Jewish

people, including women, and gave them opportunities for advancement. However, in the 1930s,

antisemitism rose greatly in the United States. Some department stores even discriminated

against Jewish women who wanted to work as saleswomen. Both department stores that were

Jewish-owned and non-Jewish had quotas for Jewish workers.267

The department stores of the 1930s also discriminated against African Americans in their

hiring processes. While Black workers were hired for maintenance, stockroom, elevator operator,

and maid positions, they were often denied jobs as salespeople, clerks, or managers. From 1890

to 1939, African Americans accounted for between 4 and 20 percent of department store

employees.268 As consumers, they were allowed to shop there; however, in some stores,

salespeople ignored them, randomly prohibited them from entry, did not allow them to try on or

return clothes, or did not allow them credit. While department stores did not risk losing profit

268 Parker, Department Stores and the Black Freedom Movement, 27.
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from a certain part of the population, racial bias still caused Black workers to be discriminated

against and consumers to be treated unfairly.269 African Americans’ treatment in department

stores started an entire movement during the 1930s.

The movement, often referred to as “Spend Where You Can Work,” aimed to bring

attention to and combat racial discrimination in department stores. According to a 1932 article in

The Pittsburgh Courier, the movement started in Harlem, New York City by the Harlem

Business Men’s Club.270 The movement was sparked “because of the attitude of many who refuse

to be served by colored saleswomen,” according to the article.271 This attitude was investigated

by the Rev. Dr. A. Clayton Powell Jr., who led the group; he noted that customers in a certain

store would actively avoid contact with Black saleswomen and would wait around until white

saleswomen could help them.272 The Depression had made discrimination more apparent because

African Americans were fired from their jobs in department stores and replaced by younger

white workers.273 The “Spend Where You Can Work,” (also called “Don’t Buy Where You Can’t

Work”) movement became a large-scale campaign that lasted into the 1940s and 1950s in which

Black consumers boycotted buying from stores that did not hire Black people in “better”

positions, like sales.274

Within department stores, the mostly male managers were often unpopular amongst the

saleswomen, who found ways to gain power within social dynamics that worked against them by

coming together. For example, many saleswomen spoke up about dress codes, which they

collectively fervently opposed. Dress codes required all of the saleswomen to dress in all black

274 Parker, Department Stores and the Black Freedom Movement, 55-56.
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or all blue, almost like a uniform. The saleswomen thought that the dress codes reinforced the

differences between them and the consumers. Though this was part of the retailers’ intent, they

found the practice degrading. They also maintained that they could not sell clothes to the

customers if they did not feel as if they were dressed well themselves.275 With issues such as

these, saleswomen tried to hold onto the freedom they had as working women. When other

issues arose, the women had strategies ready. For example, if a manager made an offensive

comment, they would get “the cold shoulder or petty harassment” back. Many women opposed

management attempts to make the women compete against each other for rewards. When offered

individual incentives, the saleswomen would not try to sell more; however, if the collective

benefitted, they would participate.276 Saleswomen created and controlled their work environment

by banding together.

Female customers were another source of potential adversity for saleswomen. These

conflicts even reached the newspapers, which published quotes from both saleswomen and

shoppers. The shopping public, however, was intent on blaming saleswomen for the tension

between them. In one article surrounding who was to blame in these conflicts “across the

counter,” a young mother “with very little money” described her experiences of having to “beg a

clerk to wait on [her]” and that the “most indifferent” saleswoman “[belittled] [her] demands.”277

Although the other side of that situation was not published, it seems that, if the woman was

telling the truth, she might have suffered from a saleswoman taking out her frustrations with

other customers on her.
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There were also class differences at play. While saleswomen were largely from the

working class, shoppers were from the middle and upper classes.278 Middle-class women even

avoided sales clerk jobs because of the stereotypes associated with them.279 Although the

saleswomen were supposed to be fashion experts, according to their training, they had to act like

servants.280 Saleswomen found power in having control over the store’s merchandise, and

purposely avoided customers by pretending not to notice or going to do other errands if they

wanted to. If a customer took a long time to choose an item, multiple saleswomen would

surround her to force a choice; if a saleswoman deemed something the shopper did or said

offensive, she would be rude in return.281 The saleswomen judged the women who entered the

stores by their own class values, despite the extensive training that tried to erase their

backgrounds.282

Saleswomen had extensive experiences with unkind customers, or at the very least had

heard stories from their coworkers. A saleswoman wrote to The Washington Post in response to a

letter published from a disgruntled customer, suggesting that the shopper should “think as much

of others as she thinks of herself.”283 The matter at hand had to do with a customer getting

offended that a saleswoman called her “honey” and “dearie,” but the saleswoman explained that

these were “meaningless rhetorical [habits]” that did not deserve “her technique for putting them

in their place.”284 The class differences present in department stores emerged, as the customer felt

more entitled and did not appreciate the use of colloquial language that the saleswoman
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employed. Another woman wrote in defending the saleswoman in this issue, saying the customer

should consider that “after seven or eight hours of continuous standing,” the saleswoman she

confronted “had enough good will in her heart” to use a term of “endearment.”285 This woman

was not a saleswoman herself, but worked in business in some capacity. She compared “these

huffy shoppers” to her boss who was a woman that was actually above her in the workplace; she

said that her boss “for 18 years has done a job that is generally designated as a man’s job… and

to the best of [her] knowledge she… never uttered the word ‘dignity’ in connection with

herself.”286 This woman tried to show that status was not an excuse for treating someone,

especially another woman, badly. In another newspaper article, a woman tried to blame the

conflicts between clerk and customer on American democratic values; she said, due to these

values, “each feels herself to be a person rather than a representative of a class, or a store fixture”

and conflict arises because “there are no permanent lines of demarcation between the classes.”287

Unfortunately, saleswomen frequently had to put up with customers who thought that economic

standing equated to worth.

Saleswomen had many demands to meet in addition to those from their managers and

customers because of expectations for what women should look like. While physical

attractiveness could be equated to a woman’s worth in 1930s society, saleswomen’s

attractiveness mattered even more because of constant face-to-face interaction with the public.

They were expected to “Be Beautiful,” which was the title of one article published in The

Baltimore Sun during the busy holiday season. The article recognized that while it was “a trying

time for shoppers and saleswomen alike… the former [could] regulate their shopping hours, the
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latter… [had to be] On her feet, displaying her wares, smiling sweetly even though her patience

is tired sometimes.”288 Even though the saleswomen had exhausting jobs, they still had to look

presentable. Before going into great detail about what the women’s skin, hair, makeup, hands,

and nails should look like, the author issued a warning to the saleswomen: “Remember that in

spite of the hard work you are expected to look well groomed, always.”289 A 1934 article on how

saleswomen budget their money discussed their appearance. The writer called the saleswomen

“young and pretty budgeteers,” and referred to one of the women as “one attractive young

apparel shop clerk.” when she was quoted.290 The writer’s attitude reflected that it was surprising

that the saleswomen were able to manage their expenses wisely, even though the women worked

with money all day for their jobs. In this way, the saleswomen defied expectations defined by the

society they lived in, but still had to struggle against beauty standards. Looks could even affect

their jobs; it was understood that “young, attractive women were hired for first-floor

departments, motherly types for the children’s clothing departments, glamorous women to sell

high-fashion clothing, heavy women to fit their half-size sisters.”291

To get through these workplace struggles, American saleswomen of the 1930s used what

connected them, which was that they were all women. By relating to other women they found a

way to celebrate, vent, and make sense of their place in the world. Among themselves, the

women created their own workplace culture. They were not only coworkers, but friends. When

not assisting customers or running errands, saleswomen were often found huddled together,

talking and laughing. They “integrated the rituals of women’s culture into their work culture” by

291 Benson, “The Clerking Sisterhood,” 108.

290 “Young and Pretty Budgeteers Talk About ‘Planned Economy,’” The Washington Post, July
10, 1934, 13.
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288 Elsie Pierch, “Be Beautiful: Rest Every Available Minute Of Day, Is Beauty Hint to
Salesgirls,” The Baltimore Sun, December 11, 1933, 6.
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throwing parties for each other to celebrate big life moments, like baby showers.292 The women

worked together when faced with a common “enemy,” like a particularly critical manager. Often,

the saleswomen would try not to sell more than what a “good day’s sales” would be as to not

outshine the other women: the collective was more valued than the individual.293

The saleswomen even applied the idea of “sisterhood” to their female customers in some

instances. For shoppers whom they particularly got along well with, they even made special

exceptions at the risk of their jobs.294 Even when issues arose, some tried to appeal to the

similarities between the women on both sides of the counter, despite class barriers. Though one

newspaper article echoed this divide by calling saleswomen “girls behind the counter” and

shoppers “women customers,” the author claimed that when a “lone male shopper” enters the

department store, “it is a desire on everybody’s part to bring the strange creature’s ordeal to an

end and go back to normalcy,” potentially because of “maternal instinct.”295 Saleswomen and

female shoppers alike defended the department store as a woman’s world. Some women tried to

point out that there were both “good” and “bad” saleswomen and shoppers. One buyer who

wrote into a newspaper covering the debate over who was really to blame in clerk-customer

conflicts said that complaints “come from both salespeople and customers” but the majority of

saleswomen are “efficient” and that the majority of customers are “[friendly].”296

Additionally, the women during the 1930s faced similar societal biases, whether in front

of the counter or behind it, both in regards to pressure to look and act a certain way and in

matters related to business. This opinion was evident in one newspaper article quoting the

President of Carnegie Tech, who argued that women were to blame for the Great Depression,

296 Haworth, “The Business of Living,” The Washington Post, May 2, 1935, 17.
295 “‘He Gets Service’ Topics of the Times,” The New York Times, August 4, 1933, 14.
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stating that “unemployment [was] largely due to the inrush of women into men’s occupations

since the war.”297 Despite this opinion, the women working and shopping in department stores

were knowledgeable about finances and how the fashion industry functioned.

Source: “Out of Town Buyers Crowd New York Showrooms As Sales Rise In Nation,” Life, July 31, 1939, 12.

Other roles available to women in department stores included buyers and comparative

shoppers. Buyers attended designers’ showings and subsequently placed orders for the retailers

that they worked for. From these showings, they determined “the major style and merchandising

trends.”298 They took note of designs and prices and chose what would end up on the racks and in

customers’ closets. Photographs in a Life magazine article featured buyers who “[flocked] to

298 “Resident Offices Report on Trade,” The New York Times, February 9, 1931, 28.
297 “‘Women ‘Capture’ Jobs?’ Topics of the Times,” The New York Times, August 4, 1933, 14.
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New York… to stock up for the fall trade” in 1939.299 The article stated that “the average buyer,

who has often worked up from a stock room or sales counter, is usually a woman, usually

between 25 and 35.”300 There are also male buyers shown in the photographs as well. The article

commented on the experiences of male and female buyers: “Male buyers get few dates with

models, who are usually married. And the oldtime salesmen’s custom of plying women buyers

with champagne and theater tickets is now, the trade claims, strictly passé."301 In the industry,

being a buyer was a step up from being a saleswoman because of the power they had over what

products were in the stores to sell. In 1935, a department store buyer referred to her authority

within the store, saying that “I’ve had many years of dealing with the problems of salespersons

and customers in my department.”302 Comparative shoppers acted almost as “spies” for

department stores. They went to the competitors of their employers to report back on

merchandise and prices. Department stores would adjust the products they sold or the prices they

sold them at based on this information.

Periodicals and career guides promoted buyer and comparative shopper jobs as great jobs

for women who wanted careers. Through these jobs, women were able to gain independence in

their lives, responsibility in the workplace, and respect in the industry. However, the reasoning

behind why these jobs were suitable for women conformed with gender stereotypes that

constrained women, rather than personal qualities or interests that the women might have had.

For example, a story called “Woman, SHOP THAT STORE!” published in the Los Angeles

Times in 1933 said that “every housewife knows what it is to go bargain hunting; but in big

302 Haworth, “The Business of Living,” The Washington Post, May 2, 1935, 17
301 “Out of Town Buyers Crowd New York,”12.
300 “Out of Town Buyers Crowd New York,” 12.

299 “Out of Town Buyers Crowd New York Showrooms As Sales Rise In Nation,” Life, July 31,
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department stores, it’s called comparative shopping.”303 Claims such as this one ignored that

women might have either needed to work for financial reasons or had a genuine interest in the

fashion industry. While it may be true that women did the majority of the shopping for their

families during this time and could apply the skills that they learned from being consumers

themselves, this habit alone did not make them qualified for these intense jobs. In screening for

the positions, the women could be asked about their “education, parents, and home background”

and given “intelligence [tests].”304 They also had to be familiar with the products the department

store sold, what was available in the industry, and what was in demand based on current trends;

the women were not successful in fashion industry jobs because of “innate” feminine knowledge,

but because of expertise.

A fictional story published in The Baltimore Sun dramatized this role in the fashion

industry, exaggerating the “feminine” qualities of a new comparative shopper. The woman in the

story, a “college girl” described as too “good-looking” for the job, hoped to replace her friend

who quit a few days before getting married. At first, she expressed disdain for having to work

with women “in authority,” but she was still able to obtain the job.305 The headline above the title

read, “Amy landed her job by thinking fast… then she had to think faster. Because there was a

man involved.”306 This plot emphasized that Amy had to, and should, work harder to impress her

male boss. Her boss also ended up proposing to her, sending the message that a woman could get

as lucky to get an engagement in addition to a job to readers.307 Although this story is fictional, it

suggests that women who worked in the fashion industry were not recognized in society for their

307 Dalrymple, “New Girl,” 500.
306 Dalrymple, “New Girl,” 500.
305 Leon Dalrymple, “New Girl,” The Baltimore Sun, March 19, 1939, 500.
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professional skills or goals, but instead as pretty young girls who believed that success came

from marriage, rather than a career.

The job of the fashion designer was the highest role a woman could aspire to in the

fashion industry. In 1920, a career guide called Careers for Women proclaimed that “few women

earning their own salary enjoy so many luxuries as do designers, or have similar opportunities

for seeing the most brilliant social life in the largest cities in the world.”308 Fashion design jobs

were culturally acceptable for women because of “[their] instinct and… as a result of careful

home training.”309

There were two different types of fashion designers in the 1930s. The more “traditional”

designer was the retail designer, following the model that had existed in the Paris fashion scene.

Retail designers would create designs specifically for their clients or would make ready-to-wear

designs that were exclusive and not mass-produced.310 The job of wholesale designers was a

newer profession that emerged from the mass market system.311 Wholesale designers worked for

manufacturers to create both original and copied designs to sell; designers copied from Paris,

other American designers, and even Hollywood.312 The Careers for Women guide referred to

manufacturers as “he” and designers as “she.”313 This language standard was echoed in a career

guide for young women published by the Institute for Research in 1940, which stated, “Although

both men and women are fashion designers, the feminine pronoun is used generally.”314 The

designs were on view in showrooms, where buyers came to pick clothes to sell at the stores they

314 Lapp et al., eds., Careers in Fashion Designing, 2.
313 Shouse, Careers For Women, 58.
312 Farnan, “‘It Is a Profession That Is New, Unlimited And Rich!’" 47.
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308 Catherine Filene Shouse, ed., Careers For Women (Cambridge, MA: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
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represented; wholesale designers did not engage directly with those they were selling to.

Historians suggest that, because of design piracy, wholesale designers had to work more

anonymously than retail designers did, which often led to the manufacturer’s name being on the

label of the clothing, rather than the designer’s name.315 Although the designer “‘sourced’

materials, developed relationships with both source vendors and retail buyers… calculated costs

of the garments in terms of both materials and work hours… [and] managed his or her work

through a staff of assistants,” the manufacturer or business owner handled the other business

operations and received the credit through the label on the clothing.316 It was rare, but some

women were able to own their wholesale business and not have to work under others. The

Institute of Research claimed that “if unusually successful, [a designer] may head a salon of her

own and create designs for her own clientele,” suggesting that it was easier for a woman to have

ownership if she engaged in retail designing.317 Owning one’s own business was an impressive

feat, as “fame, recognition, and wealth as a fashion designer were clearly connected to

ownership.”318 Either way, fashion designers were a top position in the industry and they led a

whole team of support staff underneath them.

Women also worked in jobs supporting the fashion designers, as assistant designers,

sketchers or copyists, and costume stylists.319 These were “apprentice-level” jobs that women

could obtain if they needed a source of income, had an interest in the industry, or eventually

wanted to become designers themselves.320 In the 1930s, people in the industry were aware of

design piracy and did not hide that it was part of their business. Copyists or sketchers were

320 Farnan, “‘It Is a Profession That Is New, Unlimited And Rich!’” 41.
319 Lapp et al., eds., Careers in Fashion Designing, 4.
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employed to “[make] working diagrams for the designer” or to do “research work in copying

trends in style designs or motifs from different periods or countries for the designer’s use.”321

Additionally, stylists served as advisors to the designers “from the standpoint of merchandising

and sales production.”322

Education and socioeconomic class background were factors in fashion designing, as

well. The education necessary for even supporting jobs was “constantly increasing,” but career

guides suggested that the woman should graduate from high school at the very least.323 There

was no clear path for women to follow if they wanted to find success in fashion design. The

career guide released in 1940 suggested taking business or fashion-related classes in high school

or attending newer specialized college design programs. For women who could not obtain this

specialized education, the guide advised self-study or working in a workroom or department

store.324 However, education or experience itself was not enough. Women also needed to present

themselves well. For example, industry members equated sewing experience with factory work,

rather than design. Women who wanted to succeed in the industry had to be ambitious and work

hard, but also have good taste and be “cultured.”

In terms of career benefits, many women found fashion design appealing. Women who

wanted a career in addition to a husband and children saw it as a desirable job. In other

industries, it was difficult to balance both work and home, since women were still responsible for

housework and childcare. Career guides promoted jobs in fashion design as being “flexible” in

terms of “home and family.”325 This flexibility was especially vital during the Depression, since

women who were married or had children were often let go from their jobs or discriminated

325 Farnan, “‘It Is a Profession That Is New, Unlimited And Rich!’” 69.
324 Farnan, “‘It Is a Profession That Is New, Unlimited And Rich!’” 60-61.
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against when trying to find a new job. In terms of pay, the average household earning in the

1930s was about $1,400; some female designers were making around $2,500 a year. Of course,

these were not easy jobs to obtain, and supporting design positions made less than designers did.

Designers who worked for medium or lower-priced manufacturers made the most money, since

more clothing was produced. For women in the 1930s, a career in fashion design seemed like an

attractive option, considering their social responsibilities and the economic climate caused by the

Great Depression.326

Traditional feminine qualities and careers in fashion design went hand-in-hand. In 1940,

The Institute for Research stated that “people as a rule think of a fashion as a feminine attribute

largely fostered by women.”327 Because of this association, society expected designers to embody

femininity, defined as “smallness, thinness, being petite in stature, or behaving in a feminine

manner.”328 Thinness as a female objective was also a consequence of the ready-to-wear industry

itself. In tracing the history of eating disorders, Joan Jacobs Brumberg connects ready-to-wear

clothing with standardized sizing. In her book Fasting Girls, she states, “for women, shopping

for ready-to-wear clothes in the bustling department stores of the early twentieth century fostered

heightened concern about body size.”329 Helena Rubinstein, one of the founding members of the

Fashion Group, was quoted saying, “An abundance of fat is something repulsive and not in

accord with the principles that rule our conception of the beautiful.”330 Fitness and diet fads from

earlier decades popularized the idea that the smaller you were, the more “feminine” you were; in

this case, feminine meant beautiful and worthy. Though fashionable clothing was available to

330 Brumberg, Fasting Girls, 241.
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more women, it came at a cost. By the 1930s, most women—fashion designers, saleswomen, and

customers, alike—were aware of what clothing size they were.

For women to have been accepted in a business environment, they had to highlight their

femininity so that it did not seem as if they were trying to take on the roles of men. Career

literature and media portrayed female designers in both copy and pictures “as simultaneously

American, feminine, original, practical, managerial, and wealthy.”331 Career novels related to the

fashion industry, Hollywood films, and Broadway shows encouraged this societal standard by

depicting female fashion designers as “beautiful women, elegant clothing, and luxurious

decor.”332 Being feminine also meant deferring to men. In her dissertation, Sheryl Ann Farnan

proposed that “the celebration and promotion of women who worked, holding leadership

positions— even in a traditionally feminine sphere such as fashion— needed to function within

acceptable, unthreatening boundaries.”333 Female professionals in the fashion industry had to

make themselves seem smaller and less of a presence despite their success. The focus on looking

and acting extremely feminine added an additional dimension to the struggle of attaining success

for women in the fashion industry.

In 1930, Eleanor Roosevelt wrote an article for Vogue titled “The Times, The Job, and

The Girl,” stating “The world is full of creative jobs… waiting for the girl with imagination.”334

The way that the American fashion industry developed caused contradictions in whether there

were opportunities for women to build their own professional careers in the 1930s. These

positions were available to them because it was acceptable for a woman to work in the field due

to its connections to domestic work. However, understandings of femininity led to increased
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burdens for women in the workplace, in addition to the economic and societal burdens they may

have already carried. Despite these burdens, women attempted to defy stereotypes to make a

living or a name for themselves, or both, and used their connections to other women to their

advantage, from the department store floor to the Fashion Group. The leaders of the Group paved

the way for other women who aspired to become professionals in the fashion industry.
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Conclusion

In 1932, a Los Angeles Times article called “Women Inspire Gown Industry,” stated,

“This story is for the women— it’s their business…This began as a woman’s story. It ends the

same way.”335 This quote indicated that the women of the 1930s drove the fashion industry as

leaders, consumers, designers, celebrities, and department store workers. Women dictated what

products were made, sold, and bought. Because of that, these women had great power in shaping

the fashion industry. This power seems even greater when one realizes that the fashion industry

that exists in the United States today originated during that era. Design piracy, celebrity culture,

and gender issues continue to be widely discussed topics in relation to the fashion industry.

Though there were exceptions, some women in the 1930s benefited from how the fashion

industry developed. Fashion became democratized as a result of mass-market production and the

American fashion industry became a major player on the world fashion scene. While the design

piracy that occurred was not always fair to designers, adaptations and style trends also resulted

from the development of the mass market. The Fashion Originators’ Guild’s controversial

self-help and female-blaming methods failed in securing design protection or reducing the

copying that occurred. However, Hollywood also emerged as a new fashion capital at the time

and businesses benefited from engaging with the American fashion industry and adapting film

costumes and styles worn by popular actresses for American women. As consumers, women

could follow fashion trends set by women they admired and try to figure out how to express

themselves through what they wore. Despite being grouped into “types,” fashion trends, some of

which were led by Hollywood stars, expanded what society accepted as feminine, which

challenged previous traditional female stereotypes. In the workplace, women could use

stereotypical associations between women and fashion to get a job during the Depression or use

335 “Women Inspire Gown Industry,” Los Angeles Times, March 27, 1932, D1.
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feminine bonds to start a successful professional career. The Fashion Group aided and guided

women who wanted to build careers in the fashion industry, which was a significant step for

female professionals. The 1930s were a foundational moment for the fashion industry,

establishing trends, for better or worse, that persist in the industry.

Like in the 1930s, fashion designs are not fully protected under intellectual property law

in the United States today. Copyright protection continues to fail because, while works of art are

protected, garments are not.336 Additionally, trademarks can protect logos but not the actual

object that the trademark is seen on.337 Patents also do not protect fashion designs because of the

requirement that the object must be “the first of its kind.”338 In the past decade, multiple bills

have been proposed to Congress for fashion design protection, but they have not succeeded.

However, groups continue to advocate on behalf of designers as design piracy runs rampant since

advances in technology have made it easier to manufacture “knock-offs” that look almost

identical to originals. The Council of Fashion Designers of American (CFDA) is in a sense a

“modern” Fashion Originators’ Guild, except it does not “red-card” or blame female shoppers for

their choices. The CFDA is a “collaborative effort to advance fashion design as an art and

culture, while strengthening professional standards, defining a code of ethics, and fostering the

development of new designers.”339 The CFDA supports the bills regarding design protection,

along with various congressional supporters and legal scholars.340 Today’s argument for fashion

design protection focuses on the idea that fashion design is a combination of art, invention, and

symbols, which makes it unprotected under the existing laws.
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Because of legal scholar Susan Scafidi’s efforts, the field of fashion law has emerged in

law schools across the United States. However, when attempting to start her first course on the

legal issues facing the fashion industry in the early 2000s, Susan Scafidi was met with “no” after

“no.” Many experts in the legal field were skeptical of a fashion law course and did not believe

the subject was substantive enough. To this day, Scafidi believes the barriers she faced in

creating the course were rooted in negative gender biases associated with the American fashion

industry. She was told multiple times that the subject matter was too “girly” or “frivolous.”341

Eventually, Scafidi garnered enough support for her course at Fordham Law School in 2006,

after a fellow law professor pointed out, "We have sports law. In fact, we have two sections of

sports law. Why can't we have fashion law?"342 This episode demonstrates that gender biases

against the fashion industry have survived to the present.

Another continuation from the 1930s is that celebrities from Hollywood still largely

dictate fashion, though new forms of media have introduced new ways to influence trends.

Similar to tie-ins between film studios, actresses, designers, and fashion magazines in the 1930s,

fashion brands use celebrity endorsements as a way to advertise their products in magazines

(now popularly accessed on the Internet), television, and movies. The strategy is effective in

fashion marketing because it makes consumers associate their favorite celebrities with a certain

brand, which makes the consumer see the brand’s products more favorably.343 The fashion

industry has found success in using celebrity endorsements for consumer recognition.344

However, in recent years, the definition of “celebrity” has expanded to include television stars,
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popular singers, sports stars, and “influencers,” who are known for the content they create on

social media.

“Influencers” can have followings of millions of people on social media platforms such

as Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok. A 2017 study found that influencers might be even more

recognizable than traditional celebrities in today’s culture and that consumers can identify with

them more.345 For example, TikTok stars Charlie and Dixie D’Amelio have had their own

“tie-ins” with the popular fashion brands Abercrombie & Fitch Co. and Hollister Co. by serving

as brand ambassadors. Their TikTok fame was leveraged to advertise the brands’ clothing. Now,

the sisters are being offered the opportunity to have their own brand under those fashion

companies, called Social Tourist; in this collaboration, the teenagers are able to work with the

companies to create the clothing that they will be advertising.346 It is clear that the modern use of

celebrities in advertising fashion can be traced back to the Hollywood film tie-ins of the 1930s.

Though the Fashion Originators’ Guild was replaced, the Fashion Group still thrives

today. It is now called Fashion Group International because of its global expansion. Today, it

includes both female and male members, but its purpose remains the same as a non-profit

professional organization. Its mission is “to be the preeminent authority on the business of

fashion and design and to help its members become more effective in their careers.”347 It

executes this mission by tracking fashion industry trends, recognizing leaders in the industry,

promoting careers in fashion, and creating networking opportunities for its members.348 As

evidenced by the Fashion Group’s continued relevance, education and networking are still key to
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success in the fashion industry. Additionally, though the Tobé–Coburn School closed in 2017,

there are many options for studying subjects related to careers in the fashion industry today.

These schools include Parsons (The New School For Design), The Fashion Institute of

Technology (FIT), and the Savannah College of Art and Design. These schools have produced

fashion designers who have household names, from Marc Jacobs to Jenna Lyons (J.Crew), and

thousands of other people who went on to have successful careers in the fashion industry.349

Although the association between fashion and women gave rise to jobs for women was a

positive outcome for female workers and aspiring professionals during the 1930s, there was an

ugly side to working in the supposedly glamourous fashion industry— sexual harassment.

Unfortunately, sexual harassment in the workplace still occurs today. In 1925, The New York

Times reported that Andree Pradel, a twenty-two year-old dress designer, accused Maurice

Rentner, the founder of the Fashion Originators’ Guild, of attacking her. The language in the

newspaper is vague, merely stating that the accusation was in regards to “an alleged attack on

Dec. 26, while she was with him in his automobile” and that she was asking for $50,000.350 The

power dynamic of Rentener as her boss and the fact that he “did not see or hear from her until…

the summons was served” may suggest that the attack was an unwanted sexual advance.351

This was not an isolated occurrence in the American fashion industry; women faced

harassment working in department stores from their earliest beginnings. In 1908, one woman

expressed guilt for reporting the men who made her feel uncomfortable when she was working,

stating, “That I was ashamed to do, thinking it must be my own fault in some way, and that I
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ought to possess dignity enough to make men understand they were mistaken.”352 In 1926, an

investigator of a store stated that “only the girls who were ‘free-and-easy’ with them, who

consented to lunch or dine with them, who permitted certain liberties, were allowed any freedom

of action or felt secure in their positions.”353 Some women believed that they needed to agree to

whatever their male superiors in the department stores asked of them to keep their jobs, even if it

was not something they wanted or were comfortable with.

Hollywood films also acknowledged sexual harassment as an obstacle that women faced

working in the fashion industry during the 1930s. Film and television historian Mary Beth

Haralovich explains that,

The early 1930s ‘shop girl’ film… genre exploited the Depression by exploring the
sexual politics of the department store. In drawing narrative conflict from sexual
harassment in the workplace, the ‘shop girl’ film draws upon the economic determinants
which tie together relations of class and gender. Yet, whilst showing how economic
privation threatens woman’s virtue, the ‘shop girl’ film also fosters consumerism through
fashion shows.354

For example, the plot of the film Our Blushing Brides featured women working in a department

store as sales clerks and models who had to deal with the owner of the store’s advances.355

Women still face challenges in the workplace, and the fashion industry is not exempt. In

response to the #MeToo movement, in which women started speaking out about sexual

harassment in Hollywood in 2017, both women and men who have worked in the fashion

industry have spoken about their own experiences with sexual misconduct. In 2020, models

accused fashion designer Alexander Wang of sexual harassment. These accusations have sparked
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an “#UsToo movement, in which people are calling attention to issues such as these that have

gone unreported or unnoticed in the past and is seeking to be inclusive of people of all racial,

ethnic, and gender identities.356 Calls for change in the industry demonstrate that there is

increased awareness of these gendered issues in 2021, but that there need to be many

improvements made for people working in the fashion industry.

While fashion trends have cycled throughout the decades, some aspects of the American

fashion industry have barely changed since the 1930s. Design piracy still plagues the American

fashion industry because of a lack of legal design protection. Legal scholars and fashion

designers have reinvigorated the fight for fashion design protection in the last two decades.

Celebrity culture continues to fuel fashion advertising as it did in response to the booming

Hollywood film industry of the 1930s. However, because of advances in technology, social

media influencers have replaced traditional Hollywood actors and actresses in this role.

Education and networking are central to being successful in today’s fashion industry.

Additionally, sexual harassment against fashion industry workers existed during the 1930s and

continues to be a problem today, though more attention has been brought to it. Each of these

facets of the current state of the fashion industry can be traced back to the 1930s.

356 Grace Back, “Recent Allegations Of Sexual Assault In The Fashion Industry Prove #MeToo
Is Still Forgetting Some Victims,” Marie Claire, January 14, 2021.
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